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Preface 
I deem it my duty to make clear my objective in writing 
a dissertation on "Thematic Study of Pauline. Paracelsus, 
and Pippa Passes. •' Every serious student of English 
Literature is sufficiently familiar with Browning. The 
place accorded to him-in the history of English Literature -
is in keeping with his reputation and worth as a poet. The 
wide variety of Browning's works has attracted readers and 
it Would be superfluous to mention here the vast range of 
critical studies done on Browning. There hardly remains 
any important field of Research that is left untouched. 
For a student of my status, with limited knowledge at hand, 
the study of an author like Browning may appear rather 
presumptuous. I have ventured forth, as I feel that the 
three above listed poems of Browning that is, Pauline. 
Paracelsus and Pippa Passes have not received the kind of 
critical attention that they deserve. This study is 
meant to be a prelude to my more serious project to be 
devoted to a study of Browning's poetic growth. I have 
tried m.y level best to record my own earnest observations 
of the poans and the poet but I feel no hesitation in 
admitting that I have benefitted immensely from the find-
ings of scholars like T.J. Collins, Jacob Korg, 
i i 
Professor A. Bose, and Dr. O.P. Govil. 
The present work i s divided in to five Chapters, 
•with the ' In t roduc t ion ' and 'Conclusion' forming the 
f i r s t and l a s t chapters . The three chosen poems of 
Browning are deal t with in three separate Chapters. A. 
Select Bibliography i s given a t the end of the work with 
a purpose of e n l i s t i n g the books and sources studied and 
consulted in the preparat ion of t h i s work. 
My s incere acknowledgement and my earnest g la t i tude 
i s due to my Supervisor, Professor 3.M, Jafar Zaki whose 
keen and penetra t ing eye helped me form a c learer percep-
tion of Browning and his poems. I am indebted to him for 
h i s benef ic ia l guidance and supervis ion. I am equally 
grateful to Dr.(Mrs.) Santosh Nath, Reader, Department of 
English, Al'iU, who, l ike a genuine scho la r , was always 
ready to help me in having a balanced view of Brov;ning's 
a r t and achievements. I am highly obliged to her for 
her unfai l ing help and ass i s tance and her insp i r ing 
c r i t i c i sm. She was, for a l l p r a c t i c a l purposes, a 
co-supervisor of mine. My thanks are a l so due to 
Mr. Sardar All Zaidi, Reader, Department of English, Al-flJ, 
ill 
who helped me in several -ways in my academic pfursuits. I 
owe my special thanks to Professor Azizuddin Tariq, 
Chairman, Department of English with whose help I am able 
to sutmit this dissertation in time. 
Words can only inadequately express my feelings of 
gratitude towards my friends, Miss Huma Haaz, Department 
of Psychology, Miss Shuchita Mital and Mr.- Naved A. Khan, 
Department of English who were always ready to help me in 
my hour of distress. I take this opportunity to express 
my sincerest gratitude to my colleague Mrs. Ghazala Ahmarin 
for her moral support. I am also indebted to/my husband, 
Mr. Mussarrat Ali Khan for his constant encouragement and 
co-operation. 
I am highly obliged to the staff members of Maulana 
Azad Library, AMU, and Seminar Library, Department of 
English, AlnU, whose cooperation and help was always 
available to me. 
I am thankful to Mr. Shafaat All Khan for typing 
the dissertation in time. 
i v 
Finally I should l i ke to record my debt of gra t i tude 
to a l l those whom I f a i l to mention in p a r t i c u l a r . 
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Brovining i s kno\>nn as one of the most object ive poets of 
English l i t e r a t u r e , but h i s f i r s t published poem, Pauline 
(1833) , was r a the r a confessional piece of work. The 
severe c r i t i c i s m d i rec ted against the nature of t h i s poem 
made him f e e l ra ther f ru s t r a t ed but he never stopped t r y -
ing. I t was h i s indefa- t igable perseverance tha t paved 
the way t o h i s becoming a legend in the Victorian era . 
Born in an ambivalent and double-minded Victorian society, 
Bro\>ming r e f l e c t s i t s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f ea tu res in the ea r -
l i e r pha^e of h i s poetic ca ree r . The uncertain and con-
fused c rea to r of Pauline reminds us of the Victorian 
a r t i s t who was torn between the demands of the public and 
h i s own aes the t i c s e n s i b i l i t i e s . The Victor ian age was 
an era of materialism and idealism, of scepticism and 
r e l i g i o s i t y , of pessimism and optimism, and of prosperi ty 
and poverty. I t was hard to keep oneself aloof from the 
l i f e of the age and i t was harder to decide one' s posit ion 
amid the dualism of the Victorian temper. Creative a r t i s t s 
v a c i l l a t e d between the s t a t e s of f a i t h , doubt and uncer-
t a i n t y . Browning' s poetry i s a wonderful record of h i s 
development from uncer ta inty t o ceimtainty, from doubt t o 
f a i t h , from immaturity t o matur i ty . 
Browning had been brought up in the l i be ra l and 
educated Victor ian family. His paren ts exerted a grea t 
influence on him in the formative years of h i s l i f e . 
When he was jus t a l i t t l e boy, h i s f a the r used t o r e c i t e 
the verses of Greek and Latin poets and a lso t e l l him the 
g rea t legendary s t o r i e s . Browning was well-acquainted 
with the verses of Byron, Milton, and Shelley. As a boy. 
Browning passed most of h i s time in h i s fa ther ' s l i b ra ry 
which was well-stocked with the wor ld ' s g rea tes t books. 
He had read such books as Emblems of Quarles, Crosoe of 
Defoe, Bees of Mandeville, and almost a l l the works of 
V o l t a i r e . Thus, Browning had a grand fund of knowledge 
and learning and a prodigious memory and declared tha t he 
could "forget nothing — but names and the date of the 
b a t t l e of Waterloo." Natural ly he was fa r in advance 
of the boys of h i s age and could never mentally adjust with 
2 
them. His curious i n t e l l e c t sharpened h i s desire to know 
l i f e in t o t a l i t y . His vast knowledge, unusual learning. 
1. W.H. Gr i f f in and Minchin, The Life of Robert Browning 
(London, 19lO) , p . 26. 
2 . Browning was so far ahead of the boys of h i s age t h a t 
he was drawn out of the school. Gri f f in records the 
inc ident thus : " . . . he had been removed from a neigh-
bouring dame' s school because h i s proficiency in r e a -
ding and spell ing had roused the jealousy of the pare -
n t s of other p u p i l s . . . " I b i d . , p . 31 , 
and f ine s e n s i b l i t y made h i s percept ion of l i f e d i s t i nc t 
from tha t of o the r s . I t i s t h i s which makes h i s poem.s 
d i f ferent in theme and formi. 
The environment at heme exerc ised a grea t influence 
on the development of the poetic f a c u l t i e s of young 
Browning. He inhe r i t ed h i s love for music from h i s mother. 
His r e l i g i o u s ideas were also insp i red by he r . She was a 
perennial source of insp i ra t ion and he lp in every possible 
manner in the free development of h i s genius . Apart from 
the family influence, the ear ly influence of Eliza ?lower. 
Browning' s music teacher and the ward of W.J. Pox, was 
intense enough to have a deep impact on h i s ear ly composi-
t ion Pauline, This poem i s genera l ly considered as a 
record of h i s f ee l ings aroused by he r . Though c r i t i c s 
have a difference of opinion regarding the ac tua l iden t i ty 
of Pauline, a study of various Browning-Biographies makes 
one bel ieve tha t if Pauline e x i s t s somewhere she can be 
none e l se than Eliza Flower. 
The range and var ie ty of Browning* s poetry seem to 
be in l ine with Shakespeare and Chaucer. Every aspect 
of human l i f e i s encompassed in h i s works. I t i s d i f f i -
c u l t t o f ind a s ingle phase of l i f e t h a t i s not taken in to 
account by him. We f ind an object ive presentat ion of 
l i f e in h i s poetry and t h i s ob jec t iv i ty / t o my mind, i s 
unpara l le led if vie exclude shalcespeare. In the words of 
William J , Long, i t i s the presenta t ion of "many different 
types of l i f e t ha t c o n s t i t u t e s Brovniing' s chief l ikeness t o 
3 
Shakespeare." The wide variety of themes and characters 
in Brc-rt^ ing also remands us of Chaucer who even as early 
as in the fourteenth century could present characters as 
4 
varied in tastes as the men of the present century. 
Before coming to the problems taken up in the present 
work, it could be proper to have a brief survey of the work 
done on Browning so far. There have been a number of cri-
tical books on Browning and they take into consideration 
almost all the aspects of Browning as a poet and a man. The 
biographies of Browning, particularly those by W.H. Griffin, 
Maisie Ward, and William Irvine and park Honan, not only 
record the major incidents of Browning' s life, but also 
deal with the growth and development of Brovming as a poet. 
Apart from these biographical studies, there are books that 
3. W.J. Long, English Literature (New Delhi, 1984), 
pp. 474-75. 
4. Browning and Chaucer, both were minute observers of 
life and both tried to put life into their characters. 
But while Chaucer stressed on the physical features of 
his characters. Browning was interested in analysing 
their inner self. 
are chiefly concerned with his poetics. The Dialectical 
Temper, by- William David Shaw is one such book. In this 
book the author discusses the craftsmanship of Browning^ the 
problems of rhetorics, and the way these problems are over-
come by him. A similar book that discusses the form and 
manner of Browning's poetry is H.H, Hatcher's The Versifi-
cation of Robert Browning. Then there are certain books 
that make a general survey of almost all the works of 
Browning, like W.C. Devane's A Browning Handbook and Mrs, 
Sutherland Orr's Handbook to the Works of Robert Browning. 
These two books highlight the main features of Browning's 
poetry with special reference to his more famous dramatic 
monologues. Then there is a special study on Browning' s 
Characters by Park Honan. There are also a number of arti-
cles that discuss some particular works of Brownicg, The' 
Ring and the Book by Laura Adams and Dramatic Idyls by 
Mark Sieg-Ghrist belong to this class. But what is lack-
ing in these studies is the fact that no attempt has been 
made to establish his earlier poems as the basis of his 
5. Mark Sieg-Christ, "Thematic Coherence in Browning' s 
Dramatic Idyls," Victorian Poetry, XV, pp. 229-239, 
Laura Adams, "Browning's Ring and Posies", Victorian 
Poetry, VIII, pp. 346-347, L.J. Swingle, "Truth and 
the Ring and the Book, A Negative View, " Victorian 
Poetry, VI, pp. 259-269. 
l a t e r growth and development as a poet . T.J . Colins ' 
Browning' s Moral-Aesthetic Theory takes up Bro^^ning* s 
theory of poetry and a lso examines h i s ideas regarding the 
r o l e and function of the poet, but the 'v-nriter has mainly 
concentrated on the moral and aes the t i c ideas of the poet. 
There i s another work, by 0.P. Govil, on Brovming' s Theory 
o£ Poetry. Although t h i s study records the growth of 
Browning as a poet with reference t o h i s ea r ly poems, the 
wr i te r i s chief ly concerned with examining and discussing 
Browning' s theory of poetry. so t h i s v/ork too does not 
give a comprehensive p ic ture of h i s growth as a poet as 
r e f l ec t ed in h i s ea r ly poems, Pauline, Paracelsus and Pippa 
passes . In the present work an attempt has been made to 
analyse Pauline, Paracelsus, and Pippa passes f^ Dm the 
point of view of examining the growth and development of 
Brov/ning as a poet. 
Pauline^ was the e a r l i e s t published poem of Robert 
Brov/ning, The poem made i t s f i r s t appearance anonymously 
in 1833. But Pauline was not Browning' s f i r s t attempt 
at poetry. Even as a ch i ld he had a poetic temperament and 
had often t r i e d h i s hand at composing ix>etry. I t was at 
the age of twelve tha t he composed a volume of verses , 
known as " incondita" . The poems Included in t h i s volume 
showed, in the words of W.J. Pox, "too grea t splendour o£ 
language and too l i t t l e v;ealth of thought ." Brov/ning 
himself f e l t d i s s a t i s f i e d with h i s work and had not the 
l e a s t h e s i t a t i o n in f l ing ing i t i n to the f i r e . Thus the 
book was never known t o the publ ic . But i t was through t h i s 
very work tha t Bro-viming made acquaintance with W.J. Fox who 
l a t e r on reviewed Pauline and became a sor t of guardian 
angel t o the budding poet . He was able to see in Browning 
the q u a l i t i e s of a grea t poet, Acknowledging h i s indebted-
ness, Brovming wrote t o Pox ; 
I can only say tha t I am very proud t o f ee l 
as g ra te fu l as I do, . . . I sha l l never wri te 
a l ine without thinking of the source of my 
f i r s t p r a i s e . 7 
As regards the date of composition of Pauline, i t 
i s bel ieved to-have been \T?ritten sometime bqtween October, 
1832 and January, 1833. I t i s genera l ly held tha t Browning 
drew insp i ra t ion for Pauline from Edmund Kean's perfor-
mance in Shakespeare' s Richard I I I , on October 22, 1832, 
which seems to be the most authentic date for the composi-
t i on of the poem. After seeing Kean* s performance, Brov/ning 
a t once formed the idea of writ ing a poem, an opera, a 
6. W.G. DeVane, A Browning Handbook (New York, 1935) , p.9. 
7 . Araalendu Bose, Chronicles of Life (Calcut ta , 19 62), 
p . 5 . 
8 
novel, presenting various imaginary characters and then 
astonishing the world with the disclosure that they all are 
8 
the products of the same mind. By the time he was twenty-
one, he had made himself familiar with much of the important 
literature of the world. It was a time when he was over-
enthusiastic and over-confident in respect of his capabili-
ties. At the time of the composition of Pauline, the age 
of the poet was just twenty years, six months. However, 
soon after the publication, Pauline was bitterly criticised 
and this criticism compelled Browning to confine it to obli-
vion. It was thirty years later, in 18 63, that the unautho-
rised editions began to appear and Browning had to acknofledge 
it as his work. 
Browning displayed remarkable objectivity in judging 
his own work and boldly declared : 
The following poem was written in pursuance 
of a foolish plan which occupied me mightily 
for a time, and which had for its object the 
enabling me to assume and realize I know not 
how many different characters ; meanwhile the 
world was never to guess that •Brown, smith. 
8. Browning records this experience in a note made in his 
own copy of the first edition of Pauline in the follo-
wing manner i "Kean was acting there; I 'saw him in 
Richard III that night and conceived the childish scheme 
already mentioned i.e. of writing Pauline and other 
works . There is an allusion to Kean, p. 47, I don't 
, know whether I had not made up my mind to act as well as 
to make verses, music, and God knows Vhat,' — Griffin, 
The Life of Robert Browning (London, 1910), p. 45. 
Jones and Robinson* (as the spelling 
books have it) the respective authors of 
this poem^ the other novel, such an opera, 
such a speech, etc., etc., were no other 
than one and the. same individual. The 
present abortion v;as the first work of the 
poet of the batch, who would have been more 
legitimately myself than most of the others: 
but I surround him with all manner of (to 
my then notion) poetical accessories and had 
planned quite a delightful life for him.. 
Only this crab remains of the shapely , 
Tree of life in this Pool' s paradise of mine.' 
As soon as Pauline appeared, it was greeted v/ith 
widely divergent critical comments. Most of these comments 
were of condemnation rather than of admiration. Of the 
various criticisms of the poem, tv;o are most notable, those 
of W.J. Pox and J.S. Mill. Pox was the first to review the 
poem. Some of the main points of his Review are as follows: 
The most interesting adventures are 
those of the spirit. The foundation and 
the working of the mind are eminently sui-
table a subject for poetical exhibition. 
The annals of a poet' s mind are poetry. A 
poet's products are emanations of his ess-
ence. He himself is all that he i>oetically 
describes.... These thoughts have been 
suggested by the work before us which, though 
evidently a hasty and imperfect sketch, has 
truth and life in it, which gave us the thrill 
and laid hold of us with the power, the sen-
sation of what has never failed us as a test 
W.H, Griffin and H.C. Minchin, The Life of Robert 
Browning (London, 1910), pp. 56-57. 
10 
o£ g e n i u s . Whoever t h e anonymous au thor 
may be, he i s a p o e t . 10 
T h i s f avourab le review of Pox much encouraged t h e young 
11 p o e t who a l w a y s remembered him w i t h g r a t i t u d e . 
While a n n o t a t i n g h i s own copy of P a u l i n e , M i l l 
r e m a r k e d : 
With c o n s i d e r a b l e p o e t i c p o w e r s , t h e 
w r i t e r seems t o me p o s s e s s e d w i t h a more 
i n t e n s e and morb id s e l f - c o n s c i o u s n e s s 
t h a n I e v e r knew i n any sane human b e i n g . 1 2 
Thus t h e c r i t i c a l eye of M i l l c o u l d e a s i l y d i s c e r n t h e 
l a t e n t g e n i u s a s w e l l a s t h e w e a k n e s s of t h e p o e t . The poem 
seemed t o him t h e v o i c e of someone who was s t i l l immature 
and i n e x p e r i e n c e d . M i l l a l s o f e l t t h a t P a u l i n e of t h e poem 
5 he '<& 
had no r e a l e x i s t e n c e . A c c o r d i n g t o h im/an i n h a b i t a n t of 
t h e p o e t ' s i m a g i n a t i o n o n l y and c o u l d n o t be i d e n t i f i e d w i t h 
t h e p o e t ' s b e l o v e d . The poem, i s f i l l e d w i t h a s e n s e of 
r e m o r s e and g u i l t ove r t h e p a s t a c t i o n s : 
The s e l f - s e e k i n g and s e l f - w o r s h i p p i n g 
s t a t e i s w e l l - d e s c r i b e d — beyond t h a t , 
I s h o u l d t h i n k t h e w r i t e r had made, a s 
10. Pox' s Review of Pau l ine , j>ublisbed '±n. The Monthly 
Repos i to ry , A p r i l , 1833, r e p r i n t e d i n Famous Reviews, 
Ed. R. Brimley Johnson (London, 1914), pp. 489-492. 
1 1 . see Foot Note 7 , p» ^ _ . 
12. Griffin, The Life of Robert Browning, p. 59. 
11 
yet , only the next s t e p , v i z . , i n to 
despising h i s o\m s t a t e . 13 
Mill^' s comments hur t s the sens i t ive poet no doubt but he 
had the courage t o o\^ m h i s f a u l t s . Moreover in the long 
run these comments proved very helpful t o him. To a grea t 
extent they changed the course of h i s l i t e r a r y career . He 
f e l t ashamed of a work ( Pauline ) t ha t served as a mirror 
t o h i s pas t . Prom t h i s time onwards, h i s poems were to 
record the experiences of var ious dramatic personages but 
never of the poet himself. He declared in h i s introductory 
note t o the lg68 edi t ion of Pauline t h a t from t h i s time 
onwards h i s poetry would be, "dram.atic in pr inc ip le , and so 
14 many ut te rances of so many im.aginary persons, not mine." 
Pauline became a hateful thing t o the poet and he never 
r e l i s h e d ta lk ing of i t . As a matter of f ac t . Browning 
never had any special l ik ing for making h i s private l i f e 
the topic of discussion. Adverse c r i t i c i s m of Pauline made 
him a l l the more reserved in t h i s r e spec t . One of h i s f r i -
ends, Mrs. Clara Bloomfield, thus records an incident : 
In the presence of a t h i r d person, with 
one exception, I never heard Mr. Browning 
1 3 . W.C. DeVane, A Browning Handbook, p . 12. 
14, Browning' s Introductory Note tha t appeared in the 
second ed i t ion of Pauline, published in 18 68, i s 
ava i lab le in A Bose' s Chronicles of Life, p. 8. 
12 
sjjeak of himself nor of his poems. This 
exception was when Bishop Potter dined 
with him at my house : to him he spoke 
unreservedly, for each found in the other 
a kindred spirit. I remember the poet 
gave us the history of Pauline and also 
that he said his early poems were so trans-
parent in their meaning as to draw upon him 
the ridicule of the critics, and that boy 
as he was, this ridicule stung him into 
quite another style of writing. 15 
The "another style of writing" obviously refers the dra-
matic monologues which made him one of the most objective 
and dramatic poets of the world. 
There is no dount that Mill' s criticism of Pauline 
appears to be most unfavourable. There were, however, 
certain other critics who encouraged the young poet who was 
signalling his entrance into the literary world with a 
piece like Pauline. They acknowledged the real worth of 
the poem. One such critic was Allan Cunningham whose com-
ment on the poem was : 
We open the book at random; but fine 
things abound; there is no difficulty 
in finding passages to vindicate our 
praise.... 16 
15. W.G. DeVane, A Browning Handbook, p. 44. 
16. Allan Cunningham's Review of pauline appeared in 
The Athenaeum, 6 April, 1833, p. 2l6, reprinted in 
Browning ; The Critical Heritage, Ed. Body Litzinger 
and Donald smalley (London, 1970) , p. 34. 
13 
Though Pox ragarded Pauline a "hasty and imperfect 
17 
sketch but he too could find in i t promises of be t t e r 
works : 
In recognizing a poet we can not stand 
upon t r i f l e s , not f r e t ourselves about 
such mat te rs . Time enough for tha t 
afterwards, when larger works come be-
fore u s . . . . 18 
This sor t of specia l treatment given t o the young poet was 
19 enough t o f i l l him with " inexpress ible del ight" and he 
could not help saying tha t t h i s i s "the most timely piece 
of kindness in the way of l i t e r a r y help t ha t aver befe l l 
20 
me." The diverse kind of c r i t i c i s m t h a t was given to 
Pauline made a pos i t ive contr ibut ion t o the development of 
Browning as a poet . Referring to the growing s e n s i b i l i t i e s 
of Browning a t t h i s pa r t i cu la r period, Francis Sim writes ; 
As the poem of Pauline embaLmed the 
past of Browning at twenty years of age, 
the poem of Paracelsus enshrined a l l 
the poetic and i n t e l l e c t u a l gains of 
twenty-two and declared tha t aims and 
ambitions, the ardour and s p i r i t u a l glow 
of a new hypothesis, a new ambition, and 
17. W.J. Pox 's review of pauline was published in The 
Monthly Repository, April , 1833 and i s avai lable in 
C r i t i c a l Heritage, pp. 35-3 6. 
18- Ib id . , pp. 35-3 6. 
19. Gri f f in , The Life of Robert Browning, p. 57. 
20. I b id . , p . 58. 
14 
discussed a leap from the doubt and 
despairs of Pauline t o the t r u t h s and 
hopes of Paracelsus . 21 
Brovming s t a r t e d wri t ing Paracelsus in October, 
1834 and completed i t within s ix months. I t s f i r s t edi t ion 
came out in 1835. According t o G.K. Chesterton, Paracelsus 
i s an excel lent "example of a p e c u l i a r i t y which clung to 
him during the whole of h i s l i t e r a r y l i f e , and intense love 
22 
of the holes and corners of h i s t o r y . " Once he has made 
the plan of ^inriting the poem, he s t a r t e d reading every 
d e t a i l about Paracelsus the mysterious s ix teenth century 
seeker of knov/ledge and g lory . His main sources of infor-
mation were three; Biographie Universe l le , Melchoir Adam' s 
Vitae Germanorum Medicorum, and Preface to Bi t i sk ius ' 
ed i t ion of the physician' s works published in 1658. But 
most important of a l l , Brovming made the f u l l e s t possible 
use of h i s o\-m poetic f a c u l t i e s and imagination and thus 
himself became the most important source of the poem. Para-
ce l su s seemed t o him a f i t subject for presenting the 
never-ending craving af te r knowledge and i t s consequences. 
The poet ' s object behind the choice of such a theme i s 
21, Francis M. Sim, Robert Browning ; The Poet and the 
Men 1833-1846 (London, 1923) , p . 36, 
22, G.K. Chesterton, Robert Browning (London, 1964) , p.22. 
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made e x p l i c i t in h i s preface t o the poem : 
I t i s an attempt probably more novel 
than happy, t o reverse the nrethod 
usually adopted by wr i t e r s whose aim 
i s to set for th any phenomenon of the 
mind or the passion, by the operation 
of persons or events; and . . . ins tead 
of having recourse to an externa l 
machinery of inc iden ts to c r ea t e and 
evolve the c r i s i s I des i re t o produce, 
I have ventured t o display somewhat 
minutely the mood i t s e l f in i t s r i s e 
and progress and have suffered the 
agency by v/hich i t i s influenced and 
determined, t o be general ly d i sce r -
nible in i t s e f fec t s alone, and sub-
ordinate throughout, if not a l together 
excluded; and t h i s for a reason, I 
have endeavoured t o wri te a poem., not 
a drama. . . . 23 
The preface was designed t o forewarn the reader tha t the 
work being presented v;as t o be read as a poem and not as a 
dramatic work. But so fa r as dramatic ef fect i s concerned, 
Paracelsus i s def in i te ly superior to Paul ine . 
Most of the c r i t i c s are of the opinion tha t Para-
ce l sus i s the product of a healthy and mature mind. The 
author, though qui te young at the tim.e of writ ing i t , did 
not lack in experience. His genius i s evident from the 
way in which he deals with an extremely complex h i s t o r i c a l 
23. T.J , Col l ins , Robert Browning's Moral-Aesthetic Theory 
(London, 197 5), p. 18. 
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f i g u r e . Prom the very s t a r t he strove t o make i t a very 
readable poem. No reader of t h i s pa r t i cu l a r poem found 
anything in i t disappointing or unsa t i s fy ing . The poem 
seems t o offer an understanding of l i f e in a way at orx:e 
l y r i c a l and dramatic. But the re were sorra c r i t i c s who 
could see in i t an attempt on the p o e t ' s part to imitate 
Shelley. In the eyes of some, the poem appeared as lack-
24 
ing in dramatic action. 
After Paracelsus Browning got busy with the writing 
of a play, Strafford. Browning was not interested in wri-
ting for the stage and it was only at the insistence of his 
friend, Macready, that he wrote his first stage drama, it 
is a political play, "based on the parliamentary reading 
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of the inc idents of the time of Charles I . " The play was 
produced in 1837, and "was not a g igant ic t h e a t r i c a l suc-
c e s s . " Three years a f te r Strafford, Brov;ning completed 
27 
Sordello, the most obscure of Browning's poetic works. 
24. see the reviews of Paracelsus reproduced in 
The C r i t i c a l Heritage, pp. 38-40. 
25. G.K. Chesterton, Robert Bro^-ming (London, 19 64) , 
p . 28. 
26. Ib id . , p . 32. 
Browning' s 
27. Strafe or d and Sordello both belong to -"/. . early 
poetic career but since these two works do not add 
much t o the s t a tu re of t h e i r author, they have been 
excluded from the scheme of my d i s s e r t a t i o n . 
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Even the l i t e r a r y irsn of the time f a i l e d to get at i t s mea-
ning. VThile Tennyson could follow only the f i r s t and the 
l a s t l i n e of the poem, Mrs. Car ly le , even af ter a whole 
reading of i t could not t e l l "whether sordel lo was a man, 
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a c i t y , or a book." 
Browning* s most important work after Paracelsus is 
Pippa Passes. This poem marks a major advance in Brov/ning* s 
gro^ 'Tth as a poet and as a thinker. Though popularly known 
as a drama, it was not meant for stage presentation. It is 
a kind of poetic play and is perhaps the most dramatic of 
Browning's poems written till then. It was first published 
in 1841 in the series Bells and Pomegranates. There are no 
exactly knov^ n sources of the poem. All that is knol^ ?n is 
that Browning was inspired to write it while he was reading 
the life of Asolo, during his visit to Italy in 1838. It 
will not be incorrect to consider it largely as the product 
of Browning' s own im.agination. But his love for Italy and 
his keen observation of Italian life style did provide him. 
some rudimentary material forthe poem. 
Pippa Passes is considered a very: genuine and lively 
expression of Brov/ning's genius. It is here '„ that for the 
28. G.K. Chesterton, Robert Browning_, p. 34. 
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first time "Browning's voice rings true, and we recog-
nize the poet known to all for his interest in life, his 
inventive ingenuity in form and manner, and his robust and 
29 
optimistic spirit." Uptil nov/ Browning was always 
critical of his poetical works but about Pippa Passes he 
himself remarked that it v;as better than anything he had 
30 
done ye t . But (Perhaps) owing to the severe c r i t i c i sm 
°^ P^ulinQ sn<i Sordello, for some time the poem was 
ignored by the reviewers. John Pors ter was the f i r s t to 
wr i te a favourable review of the poem in The Examiner of 
October 2, 1841. According t o him the poem exhibi ted the 
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real genius of Brov/ning. Another reviev/ published anony-
mously in The Examiner of October 2, 1841, commented : 
This Pippa Passes is worthy of the 
writer of Paracelsus. We call it, 
without doubt, a piece of right ins-
piration. It is in a dramatic form 
and has fine dramatic transitions, 
but it3 highest beauty is lyrical. 
It gushes f o' rth, an irrepressible 
song. Its rich variety of verse, 
embodying the nicest shades of poe-
tical and musical rhythm, flows in a 
full tide of harm.ony with each ligh-
test change of sentiment. V7e want no 
better assurance of entire'sincerity. 
29. see W.C. DeVane, A Bro'^ ninq Handbook, p. 88. 
30. Ibid, p. 88. 
31. Ibid., p. 89. 
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for tha idea presented in the poem. 
Thus, gradually, the poem was accorded the recogni t ion t h a t 
i t r i c h l y deserved. 
Brovming was a r e a l i s t who accepted l i f e as i t i s . 
The grosser r e a l i t i e s of l i f e could never make him fee l 
d i s i l l u s ioned . The ear ly poems of Brov/ning record h i s 
emergence as a young romantic poet and a l so reveal hov; h i s 
subjectivism changed in to objectivism. A number of 
Browning' s poems deal with the f uijction of the poet and the 
a r t i s t and h i s place in socie ty . A study of Pauline, Para-
ce l sus , and Pippa passes makes i t c l e a r t h a t he from the 
very beginning was i n t e r e s t ed in project ing a pa r t i cu la r 
image of a p o e t - a r t i s t . While the hero of Pauline i s a 
poet- lover who i s uncertain regarding h i s a t t i t u d e t o love 
and l i f e , the poet-aesthete Aprile in Paracelsus, i s 
mistaken in h i s approach and regards love to be the sole 
t r u t h of l i f e . In Pippa Passes the p o e t - a r t i s t can be 
said t o find h i s bearings for Pippa seems t o be the idea l 
j)oet. She i s the l e a s t concerned with the l i ve s of the 
several characters of the poem and yet unconsciously i n s -
p i r e s them towards goodness. This, according to Browning, 
32. Reproduced in Bro'.vming ; The C r i t i c a l Heritage, p .72. 
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should be the r o l e of a poet. The three poems present t o 
us three kinds of poe t - a r t i s t s and v?e can well see which 
one i s , from Browning* s point of view, the genuine poet. 
Bro^vTiii^ be l ieves in the doctr ine of imperfectionism, 
According t o him, nothing i s per fec t or complete in l i f e or 
in a r t . Art and poetry sire as imperfect as l i f e i t s e l f . But 
the a r t i s t or the poet, despi te a l l t h i s , must make h i s 
work appear as a harmonious whole. This i s possible only 
through a proper blend of beauty and thought which can be 
achieved only by a genuine a r t i s t . This does not mean 
t h a t the a r t i s t i s superior t o other human beings. As 
already s ta ted , according to Brovming, a r t i s as imperfect 
as l i f e i t s e l f and the a r t i s t shares t h i s imperfection. 
The only thing tha t makes him d i f fe ren t from others i s t h a t 
he can r e f l e c t on t h i s imperfection through h i s a r t . Most 
of Browning* s l a t e r poems v/ere insp i red by t h i s doctrine of 
imperfectionism presented in Pauline, Paracelsus, and 
Pippa passes . Brovming deals with the imperfection of a r t 
and l i f e . The sole t r u t h of l i f e i s t ha t one has to accept 
l i f e with a l l i t s imperfections and shortcomings. The good 
and bad i n s t i n c t s are present in every man. What i s nece-
ssary i s tha t they are properly balanced against each o ther . 
While the poet-lover of Pauline f a i l s because of h i s over-
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confidence, the seeds o£ the f a i l u r e of Paracelsus/ and 
Aprile l i e in the wrongly conceived not ions of knowledge 
and love. In Pippa passes too, poet dep ic t s t h a t nothing 
i s perfect or complete in i t s e l f , A proper guidance i s 
needed t o make one overcome e v i l and do good. 
Before taking up a de t a i l ed thematic study of Pauline, 
Paracelsus, and Pippa passes, i t seems necessary to s t a t e 
the objec t ives of such a study. Actually Browning i s more 
popular as a wri ter of Dramatic Monologues and h i s achieve-
ment in t h i s f i e l d i s well kno\'m t o a l l of u s . He i s not 
only the master of the a r t of Dramatic Monologues but, in a 
way, a l so i t s i n i t i a t o r . His popular i ty in t h i s f i e l d has 
made the readers of English l i t e r a t u r e throughout the world 
t o concentra te t he i r c r i t i c a l a t t e n t i o n only on h i s dramatic 
monologues. In the present study, the three eaorly poems 
of Broiiming are taken up as the topic of discussion because 
they provide a firm basis for Browning' s poetic growth. 
Though h i s ear ly poems (mainly the poems wr i t t en before 
1841) are sa id to be the c rea t ion of a man who lacked in 
both experience and knov;ledge, they never the less cons t i tu t e 
an important part of h i s poetic output . These poems did 
not get much c r i t i c a l a t t en t ion and a re general ly t r ea t ed 
as being too subjective and bas i ca l ly unpoet ic . But no one 
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would deny the fac t t ha t these were the very poems tha t 
l a i d the foundation of the grea tness of Browning. Through 
these poems he made h i s entry i n to the l i t e r a r y world and 
with each one of them he gave proof of a t t a i n i n g more and 
more maturi ty and self-confidence. The purpose behind the 
study of the themes of. these pa r t i cu l a r poems, i s , on the 
one hand, t o in sp i r e the readers t o study the poems and see 
in what r e spec t s and t o what extent they r e f l e c t the future 
poet, and, on the other hand, to make an assessment of the 
poet' s own a t t i t u d e towards poetry. Although the poems 
under considera t ion record the emergence of Browning as a 
poet, the poet himself was not p a r t i c u l a r l y in te res ted in 
using poetry as a means of self expression. He, on the 
contrary , s t ressed on the ob jec t iv i ty of a r t and poetry. 
He was a grea t lover of humanity and h i s poems, more or 
l e s s , r e f l e c t not the individual psyche of the poet but the 
general human psyche. Pauline i s an exception in t h i s 
regard although t h i s poem too presents c e r t a i n t r a i t s that 
are common in every man. The following chapters are an 
attempt to study and elaborate t h i s point through a thema-
t i c study of Pauline, Paracelsus, and Pippa- passes. 
* * * * * * * : ^ * * * i » n ! f * * A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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* A THSMATK: STUDY OP PAULINS * 
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Pauline^ the f i r s t acknowledgad work of Robert Browning^ 
i s fragmentary and complicated in na tu re . The poem i s 
apparently addressed to a lady c a l l e d Paul ine. There have 
been cont rovers ies regarding the i d e n t i t y of Pauline. Some 
c r i t i c s th ink tha t Pauline v/as a French g i r l whom Browning 
met sometime before the composition of the poem, while 
o the rs th ink tha t , l ike Wordsworth's Lucy, Pauline i s a 
c rea t ion of the poet' s mind and had no r e a l ex is tence . 
There i s s t i l l another set of Browning scholars which iden-
t i f i e s Pauline with Eliza ?lov?er of Dalston, This l a s t op i -
nion seems t o be qui te c red ib le since Browning was f a i r l y 
c lose to Eliza Plovjer while he was composing Pauline. Eliza 
could have acted as an insp i r ing source for the poet a t 
t h i s s tage. Sl iza and sarah Flower were two i n t e l l i g e n t 
daughters of the ed i tor of Cambridge In te l l igence r , Benjamin 
Flovrer, and wards of W.J, Fox. Browning came to know them 
through h i s mother and soon t h e i r acquaintance turned in to 
f r i endsh ip . Their f i r s t meeting took place when Brovming 
was j u s t s ix years old and Eliza nine years his senior . 
During t h i s period Eliza was a we l l - t r a ined music teacher 
and was known for her remarkable mental a b i l i t i e s and her 
musica l i ty . Brovming' s mother' s na tu ra l inc l ina t ion 
towards music kept her in touch with El iza Flower and she 
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had even requested her to impart music lessons to Browning. 
With the influence exerted by Eliza Flower, music became as 
na tu ra l t o Brov/ning as i t was t o h i s t eacher . In Pauline, 
he indeed r e f e r s to the musical i ty of Eliza Flower when he 
says t h a t Pauline sings her, "native songs gay as a 
deser t bird/Who c r i e t h as he f l i e s for perfect joy" (11. 
9 61-63) . There is no doubt that -in Bro;>?ning's poetic career , 
El iza Flower was h i s Egeria. 
The poem, Pauline, i s widely kno-v^ n as a love-poem. 
The love-theme i s highl ighted through the poet- lover ' s 
r e l a t i o n s with Pauline. The lover f e e l s exal ted at the 
s ight of h i s beloved because he can pour h i s heart before 
her . Pauline here ac t s as an ou t le t t o h i s repressed 
emotions and she i s so loving and car ing tha t the poet-lover 
f e e l s convinced tha t he wi l l forget h i s pains whenever he 
2 
i s with her . In the very beginning of the poem, the poet 
r e f e r s t o the physical beauty of Pauline, and accepts tha t 
the presence of Pauline sh ie lds him from the fever and f r e t 
of the externa l world. Whenever ha f e e l s dejected, he can 
1, This and subsequent quotat ions are from ^ '_ ^ fbauu4 
pr in ted in lan Jack and Margaret Smith' s The Poe-cical 
Works of Robert Browning, Vol*.3". (Oxford, 1983) . 
2. Her company provides only temporary r e l i e f to him and 
as soon as he i s away from her, he i s again surrounded 
by h i s confusions and r e s t l e s s n e s s . 
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come to Pauline and speak of his anguish. Pauline' s love 
protects him from all kinds of disturbing thoughts and 
helps him in unburdening himself before her : 
Pauline, mine o-o^m, bend o' er me — 
thy soft breast 
Shall pant to mine — bend o* er me — 
thy sweet eyes. 
And loosened hair and breathing lips, 
and arms 
Drawing me to thee — these bu i ld up 
a screen 
To shut me in with thee , and from a l l fear; 
So tha t I might unlock the s l eep less brood 
Of fancies from my soul , t h e i r lurking 
place. 
Nor doubt tha t each would pass , ne ' e r to 
re turn 
To one so watched, so loved and so secured, 
(11 . 1-10) 
Pau l ine ' s love had never disappointed him. She. remained 
with him in every season and insp i red him in every possible 
manner. But he was so d i s t r a c t e d by h i s ideas of love and 
knowledge tha t he f a i l ed to r e a l i s e the importance of true 
love in l i f e . Though he never was in doubt regarding 
Paul ine ' s love, he was, however, unable t o respond t o her 
fu l ly , and t h i s i n a b i l i t y germinated in him a sense of 
shame and g u i l t and created fur ther hindrances in h i s path 
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of progress . Vihenever he f a i l e d in achieving any of his 
i dea l s he would be struck with reir.orse and fee l t ha t he 
could have avoided t h i s humiliat ion if only he had made the 
love of Pauline h i s guiding s t a r : 
I had been spared t h i s shame if I had sat 
By thee forever from the f i r s t , in place 
Of ray wild dreams of beauty and of good. 
Or v;ith them, as an earnes t of t h e i r t r u t h : 
No thought nor hope having been shut from thee, 
(11 . 28-32) 
Time and again he would regret having been cold in respon-
ding to the call of love. He was sure of Pauline' s love 
from the very beginning but he could not decide his ovm 
position as a lover and this indecision threw him into a 
dark pit of despondency. He was unsure of his role as a 
lover despite his strong belief in Pauline'ilove for him. 
He alv;ays relied upon her love and she continued to be a 
ray of hope for him : 
... Thou lovest me; 
And thou art to receive not love but faith. 
For which thou wilt be mine, and smdle and take 
All shapes and shames, and veil without a fear 
That form which music follows like a slave : 
And I look to thee and I trust in thee. 
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As in Northern night one looks alway [S'c'] 
Unto the East for morn and spring and joy 
Thou seest then my aimless/ hopeless state^ 
And resting on some few old feelings won 
Back by the beauty, wouldst that I essay 
The task which was to m.e what now thou art : 
And v;hy should I conceal one weakness more 
(11. 39-54) 
Pauline always loved him selfiBssly and always alleviated 
his pain. He could not hide his inner anguish from her as 
she could peep thxough him and her calm appearance would 
force him to come out with all his inner feelings and exp-
ress himself before her. This would act like a therapeutic 
dose purging off his remorse and sense of guilt for the time 
being : 
I walked with thee who knew • st not a 
deep shame 
Lurked beneath smiles and c a r e l e s s words 
which sought 
To hide i t t i l l they wandered and were mute. 
As we stood l i s t en ing on a sunny mound 
To the wind murmuring in the damp copse. 
Like heavy breathings of some hidden thing 
Betrayed by sleep; u n t i l the fee l ing rushed 
That I was low indeed, yet not so lov/ 
As to endure the calmness of th ine eyes 
And so I t o ld thee a l l , while the cool breast 
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1 leaned on altered not its quite beating : 
And long ere words like a hurt bird' s 
complaint 
Bade iT^  look up and be what I had been 
I felt despair could never live by thee : 
Thou wilt remember. 
(11. 62-7 6) 
But, he was lost in his search for beauty and truth and in 
this rather wild-goose chase, he utterly neglected the love 
of Pauline. One time he would be v/avering between religion 
and- atheism, while at another he would find himself torn 
between reason and imagination. The wavering attitude acted 
as a brake of^  his emotions of love. But his struggles and 
strivings brought him nothing. His destination was still 
as far away as in the beginning, and he found himself in the 
same place from where he had started, still ignorant and 
confused : 
0 God, where do they tend .— 
these struggling aims- ? 
V/hat would I have ? What is this 
"sleep" which seems 
To bound all ? Can there be a waking" 
point of crowning life ? 
(11. 811-814) 
His successive failures made him more acutely conscious of 
his errors and lapses. 
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Love i s a basic human emotion and i t s value in l i f e 
should not be underestimated. Though Pauline* s lover never 
openly denied the value of love in l i f e , h i s f au l t was 
t ha t he was so much overtaken by reason and logic tha t love 
had t o be put aside by him. He surely had tender fee l ings 
for Pauline but he could not express them. He was a l l the 
time speaking of h is problems regarding knowledge/ r e l ig ion , 
a r t , and l i f e^  and was alv;ays t a lk ing of his never-ending 
quests and the i r consequences before Paul ine. But when-
ever i t came t o love, he would tu rn i n to a dumb being, and 
never speak a word of love to her . However, t h i s kind of 
a t t i t u d e does breed love-pangs. No sooner did he r e a l i z e 
t h i s f ac t than he came before Pauline t o require h is love 
without any further h e s i t a t i o n . Regarding t h i s he says in 
a confessional manner : 
And nov/, my Pauline, I am th ine for ever 1 
I fee l the s p i r i t which has buoyed me up 
Desert me, and old shades are gathering fas t ; 
Yet while the l a s t l i g h t wai ts , I would say much. 
This chief ly , i t i s gain t h a t I have said 
Somewhat of love I ever f e l t for thee 
But seldom to ld ; our hea r t s so beat together 
That speech seemed mockery; 
(11 . 860-867) 
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Now he has understood the t rue importance of love in l i fe^ 
he places i t above a l l human fee l ings and hopes to pass the 
r e s t of h i s l i f e in the abode of love : 
SO/ love rae — me, Pauline, and 
Nought but me. 
Never leave loving 1 worlds are wild and weak. 
Believe them not, Pauline '. I stained myself 
But to behold thee purer by my side 
To show thou art my breath, my life, a last 
Resource, an extreme want : 
(11. 903-908) 
self-consciousness i s another important theme of the 
poem. The poet- lover of the poem has a tendency to t a l k 
too much about himself even when addressing Pauline. This 
point i s s t ressed by W. David Shav; : 
Though the speaker i s os tensibly addressing 
h i s beloved, h i s most important auditor i s 
himself, h i s aim i s not to persuale Pauline 
but to get h i s own uniqueness uirtered. For 
an actual represen ta t ion of h i s own exper i -
ence, which could be objective and au thor i -
t a t i v e , the lover subs t i t u t e s a .private con-
fess ion . 3 
The e a r l i e s t example of t h i s self-consciousness i s , found in 
the following passage : 
3 . W. David Shaw, The Dia lec t i ca l Temper (New York : 
19 68) , p . 10. 
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I am mads up of an in t enses t l i f e . 
Of a most c l ea r idea of consciousness 
Of s e l f - d i s t i n c t from a l l i t s q u a l i t i e s , 
(11 . 268-270) 
Though apparently the poem revolves round three main figures 
— Pauline, Shelley, and God, they don't seem to be the 
speaker' s primary concern. He is more interested in self-
revelation and accordingly he uses Pauline, Shelley and God 
chiefly to convey his o\-m viewpoint. On this Massao Miyoshi 
remarks : 
Although the speaker soon admits to "a 
need, a trust, a yearning after God" 
(1. 295) , v/hich he claims he has always 
had, he can never abandon the notion of 
the self as the center of existence. 4 
This is the reason behind the recurrent descriptions of his 
childhood in the poem : 
So as I grew, I rudely shaped my life 
To my immediate wants, yet strong beneath 
Was a vague sense of power folded up — 
A sense that tho' those shadowy times were past. 
Their spirit dwelt in me, and I should rule. 
(11. 339-343) 
4. Massao Miyoshi, "Mill and Pauline : The Myth and Some 
Pacts," Victorian Studies (London : 19 65), pp. 154-63. 
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This self-centfedness ac t s as a hindrance in tha free deve-
lopment of the s p i r i t . This se l f - love has degenerated him 
to such an extent tha t now he f e e l s t h a t there i s no hope 
for h i s betterment. He watches painful ly the c r i s i s of the 
soul, the ro t tenness of h i s s p i r i t , and c r i e s out : 
I am a watcher, whose eyes have grown dim 
With looking for some s t a r — which breaks 
on him. 
Altered, and worn, and v;eak, and full of 
tears, 
(11. 227-229) 
At t h i s c r i t i c a l stage i t i s the revivi fy ing power of love 
t h a t br ings him back to a l i f e of hoi^e. Pauline, through 
her love, succeeds in r e s to r ing h i s f a i t h in humanity. Now 
under he'ifinfluence, he, for the t ime-being, stoptS" dwelling 
in the world of abs t rac t ions and t r i e s t o s t r ive for the 
achievement of the object ives of h i s a sp i r a t ions : 
My theor ies 
Were firm, so I left them, to look upon 
Men and their cares, and hopes, and fears, 
and joys; 
And as I pondered on them a l l , I sought 
Hov'/ best life* s end might be a t t a ined — 
an end 
Comprising every joy, I deeply mused. 
(11 . 242-247) -_ , 
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But t h i s proves t o be a temporary phase. His idealism 
r e - a s s e r t s i t s e l f and once again h i s mind ge t s d i s t r ac t ed . 
When such a s i t u a t i o n a r i s e s he r e t u r n s t o the world of a r t 
for solace , 
Pauline presents love and a r t as the two major forces 
of l i f e . Individual l i f e i s g rea t ly affected by a r t as we 
see in the case of the hero of Paul ine. He i s f u l l of 
va r ied tens ions and dis turbances which are largely the out-
come of h i s own confused mental s t a t e . Art provides him an 
escape. He i s able to forget himself in the world of fancy. 
He seeks s p i r i t u a l peace and an escape from the gross r e a l i -
t i e s of the ac tual world in the beau t i fu l world of a r t , 
Carravaggio' s Andromeda encourages him and he f l i e s to her 
on the wings of fancy : 
Andromeda • 
And she i s with me — years r o l l , 
I sha l l change. 
But change can touch her not — 
so beaut i fu l 
(11 . 656-658) :^.74i 
Here the world of a r t seems in sharp cont ras t v/ith the 
world of r e a l i t y . His o'/jm s t a t e of deject ion i s compensa-
t ed by the beaut i ful and the per fec t world of a r t . Andromeda 
-passage c l ea r ly ind ica tes the influence of Keats as his love 
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for the v;orld or a r t i s exact ly l i ke t h a t of Keats. ?or 
him too, the beauty of a r t i s perfect and e t e r n a l , never 
changing with the flov; of t ime. Noticing the influence of 
a r t on the poet- lover, Bose wr i tes : 
PoriTsrly he could forget himself in fame, 
f r iendship, l i b e r t y , hero-worship, but 
now he i s a vict im of h i s own se l f -cent red , 
gver-wavering v/ i l l . Yet there i s solace 
for him in the t r anspo r t s of imagination. 6 
He hopes t o be in a world far removed from the world of 
t r i v i a l i t y and flagrancy. He implores Pauline to accompany 
him : 
Pauline come v/ith me — see how I could bui ld 
A home for us, out of the world; in thought — 
I am inspired — come with me, Pauline I 
(11 . 729-731) 
The world of art and literature liberates him from 
the clutches of the self. He craves after knowledge in 
order to detach himself from worldly concerns. Though he 
5. A similar experience is recorded by Keats in the 
"Grecian Urn" : 
Fair youth, beneath the tree, thou canst not leave 
Thy song, nor even can those trees be bare; 
She can not fade, though thou hast not thy bliss; 
For ever wilt thou love, and she be fair 1 
6. A Bose, Chronicles of Life (Calcutta : 19 62), p. 38. 
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is still inclined towards his * self* , he is no longer in 
possession of that "intensest life," and that "most clear 
idea of consciousness/ Cf self" (11. 269-270) he once had. 
At last he voices his firm resolve : 
I' 11 look within no more — 
I have too trusted to my own wild wants 
Too trusted to myself — to intuition, 
(11. 937-939) 
Art i n s p i r e s him to do b e t t e r deeds and he i s able to coroe 
out of t ha t s t a t e of confusion t h a t c rea ted obstacles in 
the path of h i s progress. His s p i r i t i s r e s t l e s s and he 
i s a l l the time craving a f te r peace and so lace . His mood 
of despair mates him run a f te r love and f a i t h . In the words 
of Francis Sim : 
He craves for l i g h t , reaches out for 
fur ther love, hungers for more f a i th ; 
in Art alone he f inds r e l i e f in expre-
ssing these outreaching emotions; by 
Art alone, he hopes t o be happy. 7 
The o s c i l l a t i on betv;een f a i t h and doubt i s a p a r t i -
cu la r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of Victor ian l i t e r a t u r e . This tKcmtof 
f a i t h and doubt i s also dea l t with in Pauline. The frag-
mentary nature of the poem i t s e l f r e f l e c t s the confused mind 
7 . Francis M. Sim, Robert Browning ; The Poet and the Meji, 
(London, 1923) , p . l6 . 
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of a Vic tor ian whose s i tua t ion i s very much l i ke tha t of 
the speaker of Pauline, He too lacks s t a b i l i t y , cons is -
tency, and firmness : 
I have no confidence 
So I wi l l sing on — f a s t as fancies come 
Rudely — the verse being the mood i t paints 
(11 . 257-259) 
He cannot decide which i s the r i g h t d i r ec t ion to take : 
Knowing not which t o leave nor 
which t o choose. 
For a l l my thoughts so f loa ted , 
nought was f ixed — 
(11 . 881-88 2) 
The poem depic ts a number of problems for which the hero-
poet i s unable to f ind a sa t i s f ac to ry so lu t ion . The problem 
of love, the problem of knowledge, and h i s i n a b i l i t y to 
define h i s ov/n a t t i t u d e towards them fur ther add to h is con-
fus ion. Commenting on t h i s , T . J . Co l l ins says, "The poem 
i s a r e f l e c t i o n of the causes and unresolved problems tha t 
g 
gave r i s e t o the morbid s t a t e of the poe t . " 
The theme of f a i t h and doubt emerges in Pauline in 
the presenta t ion of the poet' s muddled conception of religion 
8 . T.J . Co l l ins , Robert Browning* s Moral-A^hetic Theory 
(Lincoln, 19 67) , p . 5. 
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and poetry. Shelley and God are the tv/o chief .cent res 
around which the whole action seerns t o take p lace . The 
poet i s unable to define h i s a t t i t u d e both towards Shelley 
and God, and h i s ambiguity leads to confused conceptions 
regarding the nature of poetry and r e l i g i o n and t h e i r i n t e r -
dependence. The poem ends leaving the confusions unresol-
ved. The following l i ne s of Pauline revea l Brov/ning* s 
scepticism which at tha t stage almost bordered on atheism ; 
My powers were grea ter as some temple seemed 
l^ soul, where nought i s changed and incense 
r o l l s 
Around the a l t a r , only God i s gone 
And some dark s p i r i t s i t t e t h in h i s sea t . 
(11 . 469-472) 
Pauline fu l ly r e f l e c t s t h i s phase of scepticism. But the 
poem ins tead of resolving the confusion, complicates i t a l l 
the more. The passage in which Shelley and God are addressed 
Brov/ning, since h is childhood, was under the influence 
of h i s mother, Sarah Anna Brov/ning. She was a non-
conformist and s t r i c t l y adhered t o her f a i t h . I t was 
in the year, 1826, at the age of four teen, tha t Browning 
came under the Sjpell of Shelley and Vol ta i re which shook 
the foundations of h i s f a i t h in h i s mother* s r e l i g ion . 
The r e l i g i o u s convict ions of h i s previous years were no 
longer as firm as they used to be. Referring t o t h i s 
stage, DeVane v/rites, "The r e a l matter of Pauline i s 
Brov/ning* s s truggle with h i s r e l i g i o u s scepticism be t -
ween the years 1826 and 1832 . . . . Before 1826 he seems 
t o have accepted e n t i r e l y with only an occasional un-
ru l iness / the non-conformist p r inc ip les of h i s devout 
and pious mother, and he accompanied her regular ly t o 
York Chapel. But in 1826 h i s growing mind and h i s wide 
reading brought him to challenge t h a t f a i t h . " De-Vane, 
A Brov/ning Handbook, p . 4 l , 
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with equal devotion, i s a demonstration of the poet* s con-
fused s t a t e of mind ; 
Sun-trender, I bel ieve in God and t r u t h . 
And love; and as one j u s t escaped from death 
Would bind himself in bands of f r iends to f ee l 
He l ives indeed — So I would lean on thee 
Thou must be ever with me — 
(11 . 1021-1025) 
The poet i s unable to choose between the godlessness of 
Shelley and the godliness of h i s mother. This, conf l ic t r e -
mains unresolved t i l l the end of the poem despi te the fac t 
t ha t the poet seems to seek an escape from, the atheism and 
vegetarianism of Shelley. This i s in fe rab le from his pra-
;^er to God : 
I have denied thee calmly — do I not 
Pant when I read of thy consummate deeds. 
And burn to see thy calm, pure t r u t h s outflash 
The br igh tes t gleams of ear th ' s philosophy ? 
Do I not shake t o hear aught question thee ? 
(11 . 839-843) 
But at the same time, he continues t o admire Shelley' s 
poetic i d e a l s . Referring t o t h i s ambivalence, Col l ins says: 
. . . the poem does not s t a t e c l ea r ly 
whether the idea l s of Shelley and those cf 
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sarah Anna Brov/ning could not continue to 
ex i s t under the same roof : the moment had 
come in which he must e i t h e r deny h i s 'wild 
dreams of beauty'and good, ' or i r reparably 
wound and a l i ena te h i s mother. 10 
However, the r e l i g i o u s scepticism of Browning was never 
f ree from the over-powering influence of Glir is t . Though at 
t h i s s tage, Brov/ning was not sure regarding h i s r e l i g ious 
posit ion^ Christ* s redeeming power of love became the 
ba s i s of Browning' s r e l i g i o u s f e e l i n g s , whatever they v^re. 
The bel ief in Chris t as the incarnat ion of God on ear th was 
the outcome of Bro\iming' s be l ief in love and in the need for 
love, far beyond the l i m i t s of reason and argument. The 
poet VOV7S t o receive love and t o give love because love, 
espec ia l ly divine love, i s the only ex i s t i ng r e a l i t y ; 
A mortal s in ' s famil iar f r iend doth here 
Avow tha t he wi l l give a l l e a r t h ' s reward. 
But to believe and humbly teach the f a i th . 
In suffering, and poverty, and shame. 
Only believing he i s not u n l o v e d . . . , 
(11 . 855-859) 
This avowal clung to him throughout h i s l i f e and ul t imately 
became the bas is of h i s r e l i g i o u s philosophy. 
Though Brov/ning i s a poet who i s more in te res ted in 
10. T.J . Col l ins , Robert Bro;-rt^ ing* s Moral Aesthetic Theory, 
p . 15. 
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man than in nature, h i s a r t i s t i c temj^rarnent oftan made him 
admire the lovely aspects of na ture . Browning never denies 
the t r u t h t ha t God and man play a key-role in the scheme of 
t h ings . S t i l l h i s bel ief in nature as offering an escarp 
from the harsh r e a l i t i e s of the world, i s not less strong. 
Natural beauty i s indeed a source of perennial joy and 
excitement. The Romantic poets of ea r ly nineteenth century 
were very much influenced by the beauty of nature and even 
the poetry of e a r l i e r wr i t e r s conta ins na ture-descr ip t ions . 
As noticed e a r l i e r , during the composition of Pauline^ 
Browning was under the influence of the Romantics, p a r t i -
cu l a r ly of Keats, Byron, and Shelley. As a r e s u l t , the 
poem shows a marked tendency towards the adoration of 
na ture . I t abounds in passages dealing with the beauty of 
nature : 
To.the wind murmuring in the damp copse 
Like heavy breathings of some hidden thing 
Betrayed by sleep — 
(11 . 66-68) 
There are many more passages of t h i s type . This i n t e -
r e s t in nature i s confirmed by what he wrote to Iliss. 
Hov/arth in 1838 : "How I remember the f lowaf — even g rasps 
11. For example, see 11. 55-6i , 359-61, 732-60. 
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— or places I have seen I" 
The poem^ as mentioned e a r l i e r , i s much too subjec-
t i v e . Even a cursory reading of i t makes one conscious of 
i t s autobiographical undertones. The poem seems t c con-
t a i n a f a i r l y t r u th fu l record of the var ious stages of 
Bro\^ming' s childhood. But i t would be unfair t o say tha t 
i t i s nsre ly a descr ip t ion of h i s ear ly l i f e and nothing 
e l s e . At the very f i r s t reading of Pauline the question 
tha t immediately comes t o our mindiS— how fa i r wi l l i t be 
t o consider the accounts of the hero' s ear ly l i f e as r e f l e c -
t i v e of the poet' s ovm childhood experiences ? We can not 
ansv/er. i t in the negative because at a l a t e r stage the poet 
himself admitted tha t the poem i s personal and reveals to a 
great extent h i s soul t o the world. Moreover the poem i s 
confessional in s ty l e and i t i s f a i r l y obvious tha t the con-
fess ions are not simply of a f i c t i t i o u s lover, buz of 
Browning, the poet himself. This view i s upheld by various 
c r i t i c s . According to W.G, DeVane, in Pauline the con-
13 
fess ion i s the au thor ' s own." W. Sharp i s of the opinion 
t h a t "Pauline has a unique s ignif icance because or i t s 
14 autobiographical h i n t s . " 
12. W.H. Griff in and Minchin, The Life of Robert Brov/ning 
(London, 1910), p. 39. 
13. A, Eose, Chronicles of Life (Calcut ta , 19 62), p. 43. 
14. Ib id . , p . 42. 
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Most of the poems of Brovming are very obscure and 
i t i s not easy to comprehend t h e i r r e a l meaning. But here 
in Pauline the case i s j u s t the r e v e r s e . There i s no 
obscuri ty as such in the poem. I t i s qu i t e obvious that 
the poem was designed to be a confession of a lover who 
wanted t o lay bare h i s soul before the world. But i t 
should not be taken in a narrc.v sense, since the poem has 
some-deeper impl icat ions too . I t i s the study of a charac-
t e r whose past i s a record of misfortune-and f a i l u r e s . More-
over, one has to remember tha t t h i s cha rac te r , in several 
r e spec t s , resembles the poet himself. His l i f e his tory i s , 
t o a grea t extent , l ike the p o e t ' s . Hence-i t . i s - t h a t the.poem 
i s regarded a reve la t ion of the p o e t ' s o\^ m se l f . Burr, 
t a lk ing of the primary in tent ion of the poet r i gh t ly obser-
ves tha t i t was t o 
portray the dilemma of a poet, caught up in 
the immanence of the Romantic temperament : 
No m.atter hov/ he t r i e s t o pry himself loose 
from his concern with himself (by appeals to 
Pauline, to Shelley, t o God) , the persona of 
Pauline i s s t i l l drawn back by a psychic 
c e n t r i p e t a l force that i s absolute and u l t i -
mately s e l f - d e s t r u c t i v e . . . . Browning recog-
nized the dilemma and attempted to exploit i t 
dramatical ly . Browning had chosen an. English 
source for persona. The r eade r s iden t i f i ed 
the author and the persona as one. 15 
15. Michael A. Burr, "Brovming* s Note t o Pors te r , " 
Victor ian Poetry, XII, No. 4, pp. 343-49. 
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For these reasons, Pauline can safely be considered as 
the most genuine record of Browning's ear ly l i f e . On the 
ba s i s of the evidence found in the poem one comes to know 
tha t during the ear ly stage of h i s l i f e , the poet was an 
en thus ias t i c and sentimental young man, governed by ej^ces-
sive emotional impulses. At one stage h i s romantic tempe-
rament made him admire Byron. In a l e t t e r t o Miss. Barre t t 
wr i t ten in 1845, he said tha t he had "always re ta ined (his) 
1 6 
f i r s t fee l ing for Byron in many r e s p e c t s . " With Byron 
he came under the spel l of the Romantics and he r e f e r s t o 
these Rom.antic poets in Pauline : 
They came to me in my f i r s t d'-^wn of l i f e 
Which passed alone with wisest ancient books 
All halo-gir(r with fancies of my own; 
And I myself went with the t a l e — a god 
Wandering a f te r beauty, or a g ian t 
Standing vast in the sunset — an old hunter 
Talking with gods, or a high c r e s t ed chief 
sa i l ing with troops of f r iends t o Tenedos 
I t e l l you, nought has ever been so c lea r 
As the place, the time, the fashion of these 
l i v e s . 
(11 . 318-27) 
But ve rysoon Byron was replaced by Shel ley. Adolescent 
16. W.H. Griffin and Minchin, The Life of Robert Browning 
(London, 1910), p . 42. 
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Brov/ning was soon a t t r a c t e d by Shelleyean idea l s to such 
an extent t h a t he not only read a l l the works of Shelley, 
but l ike him became a vegetar ian and s t a r t e d showing a the-
i s t i c tendencies . In the opinion of Gr i f f in , "but i t i s 
r e a s o n a b l e . . . t o ascr ibe t o Shelley h i s conversion t o vege-
tar ianism, for Shelley had set fo r th i t s physical and moral 
17 
advantages in a Voluminous footnote t o Queen Mab." The 
t r i b u t e paid to Shelley forms an important par t of the poem. 
Within no time he r ea l i z ed tha t there v/as a strong s p i r i t u a l 
a f f i n i t y between him and Shelley, and declared tha t the 
poetry of Shelley a l so expressed the cry of h i s own hear t . 
I t i s t h i s r e a l i z a t i o n tha t makes him apostrophize to Shelley: 
Suln-tretuder, I believe in God and t r u t h 
And love; and as one j u s t escaped from, death 
Would bind himself in bands of f r iends to fee l 
He l i v e s indeed, so, I would lean on thee I 
Thou must be ever with me, most in gloom 
If such must come, but ch ief ly when I die. 
For I seen), dying, as one going in the dark 
To f ight a giant ; but l ive thou forever. 
And be t o a l l what thou hast been t o me I 
(11 . 1020-1028) 
He found Shelley a source of s t rength at a time when he was 
17. W.H, Griff in and Minchin, The Life of Robert Browning 
(London, 1910), p . 51 . 
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fee l ing bewildered. He was conscious of h i s powers, but 
did not knov/ hov; to marshall them and put them to some cons-
t r u c t i v e use : 
. . . I f e l t 
A strange del ight in causing my decay* 
I was fiend, in darkness chained forever 
Within some ocean-cave 
(11 . 97-100) 
At this crucial juncture, when Bro\/ning was unsure of his 
powers and was surrounded by all sorts of doubts and anxie-
ties, he found hope-kindling message in Shelley that made 
him feel that "All was not extinct within" (1, 43) . With 
the passage of time, he became more and more bewitched by 
Shelleyean ideas and Pauline contains am.ple evidence of 
that. 
Shelley played a decisive role in the life of Pauline's 
hero. He restored his faith in humanity and helped in crea-
ting a positive im.age of man in his mind. Thus, he assumed 
the role of a guiding star : 
But thou art still for me who have adored, 
Tho' single panting but to hear thy name. 
Which I believed a spell to me alone 
(11. 168-170) 
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However, the spell of Shelley was in due course of time 
replaced by a sense of disillusionment. The relief that he 
found in Shelley proved to be transitory and he realized 
soon enough that he could no longer "walk calm'* with the 
"Sun-treader" — 
O let me look back, ere I leave forever 
The time, v/hich was an hour, that one waits 
For a fair girl that comes a withered hag, 
And I was lonely, — 
(11. 430-433) 
Once again he found himself in the dark pi t of despondency. 
Whatever he had planned t o achieve in l i f e proved to be 
una t t a inab le . He los t hope of doing any good to humanity 
and was forced to abandon a l l h i s previous i d e a l s . All h is 
sv;eet dreams had come to nothing : 
And suddenly, without heart-wreck I awoke 
As from a dream — I said ' t was beaut i fu l . 
Yet but a dream.; and so adieu to i t . 
(11. 448-450) 
Brovming' s a f f in i ty with Shelley lay in the humanistic 
i dea l s he shared with him. But v/hat d i f fe ren t ia ted him 
from h i s • suh-treader ' was h i s lack of patience and perse-
verance. Shelley remained cons is ten t in his views and 
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objec t ives throughout his l i f e . Pauline however shows tha t 
as soon as Browning r ea l i zed the imposs ib i l i ty of a c t u a l i -
sing h i s idea l s he changed h is t r a c k . Shelley had exper i -
enced similar painful s i t u a t i o n s but he held or t o h i s 
i dea l s t i l l the very end. 
The descr ipt ion of Brovvning' s childhood gives a 
personal colour to the poem. The var ious biographies of 
Brov^ing, pa r t i cu l a r ly those of W. H. Gri f f in , and Maisie 
Ward, show tha t Browning had no proper schooling and h i s 
primary education was of a desul tory na ture . The reason for 
t h i s was h i s premature acquis i t ion of knov;ledge and learning. 
His childhood incidents as recorded in Pauline show tha t 
he had no school-friend, and therefore f e l t alone and compa-
n ion less . He had great imaginative power but he f e l t t ha t 
how he did not knov//to channelise and organise h i s c rea t ive 
f a c u l t i e s . He a lso f e l t t ha t t he re was a need to curb h i s 
emotions too . The r e s u l t was a suppression of his na tura l 
i n s t i n c t s . These repressed f ee l i ngs eventually found an 
ou t l e t in Pauline : 
Then came a pause, and long r e s t r a i n t 
chained do'/m 
My soul, t i l l i t was changed. I l o s t 
myself. 
And were it not that I so loathe that tir.e. 
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I could recall how first I learned to turn 
My mind against itself; 
(11. 344-348) 
At the age of sixteen Brov/ning joined London University as 
non-res ident . He stayed for a c e r t a i n period at Bedford 
Square v/here he continued t o f e a l lonely and desola te . 
Pauline r e c a l l s those days ; 
Oh l e t me look ere I leave forever 
The time which was an hour one fondly v/aits 
For a f a i r g i r l t ha t comes a withered hag • 
And I was lonely, f a r from woods and f i e lds 
And amid dul les t s igh t s , who should be loose 
as a stag; 
(11 . 430-434) 
A:;Gording to h i s s i s t e r , sarianna Broviming, t h i s v;as a time 
when "he became impatient and aggress ive , thought himself 
unappreciated, set judgements of o thers a t defiance and g ra -
tituously proclaimed himself everything t h a t he was and some-
18 thing t h a t he was not ." All these d e t a i l s further r e i n -
force the viev/ that Pauline i s , to some extent an autobio-
graphy of Brov/ning. But i t w i l l be an exaggerated statement 
if we say tha t se l f - reve la t ion i s the only theme of the poem. 
18. Francis N. Sim, Robert Browning ; The Poet and the Man, 
pp. 12-13. 
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It is trua that the autobiographical nature of the 
poem does not make it less impressive, yet the fact remains 
that the poetnwas both a success and a failure. Here Browning 
attempted to portray the Hamlet-like situation of a Romantic 
poet — the dilemma of Brov/ning himself at this stage. 
Hence the readers rightly identify him with the hero of the 
poem. Pauline definitely has a personal colour but it is 
justifiable. It is admitted by all discerning scholars that 
however objective a poet might try to be, the ideas presented 
in his poems are in one way or the other reflections of his 
psyche. Seen in this light, no poem can be totally free 
from subjective elements. On this important point, W.j, Pox 
makes the following observations : 
The annals of a poet' s mind are poetry : 
the poet himself is, or has been all that 
he truly and touchingly, i.e., poetically 
describes. The poem in which a great poet 
should reveal the whole of himself to man-
kind would be a study, a delight, and a 
power for which there is no parallel. 19 
^^ Pauline^ the poet' s primary intention was to pay 
homage to certain individuals like Shelley and Eliza Flov/er 
from whom he drew inspiration and encouragement during that 
particular phase of his life. Pauline provides a picture. 
19. Ibid. ^. l-i-\3> 
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though not a complete one, of tha t period of mental d i s t u r -
bance and r e s t l e s s n e s s when as a youth he was ambitious of 
performing grand f e a t s . I t would not be wrong to say tha t 
Browning, t o c e r t a i n ex tent , survived as an a r r i s t owing t o 
the healthy though diverse influences of Sl iza Flower and 
Shelley, 
The d i f ferent ideas tha t are presented in Pauline 
provide an access t o the p o e t ' s mind. The different aspects 
of Browning' s personal i ty as a poet and a man are re f lec ted 
here . Though Brov/ning was j u s t a youth when he composed 
Pauline, the poem does help us in surmising the type of man 
he was going to be in fu tu re . The self-consciousness in 
Pau l ine ' s lover reminds us of our p o e t ' s ' d i s t i n c t individua-
l i t y . Though l iv ing in the same v/orld, surrounded by much 
the same people, Bro\/ning v/as t o t a l l y d i f ferent from his 
contemiporaries. He v/as conscious of h i s powers, and was 
confident tha t he could do what he intended to do. Though 
Pau l ine ' s lover i s over-confident and a l so suffers for i t , 
h i s f a i l u r e s teach him to adopt a r i g h t approach in fu ture . 
The l a t e r poetry of Brov/ning and h i s growing reputat ion show 
t h a t the poet was i n t e l l i g e n t enough not t o repeat the e r ro r s 
of the pas t . The v a c i l l a t i n g s t a t e of Paul ine ' s lover 
regarding h i s a t t i t u d e t o God and Shelley obliged Broxming 
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t o seek a solut ion and he did f ind one. Though a l i t t l e 
l a t e r , 
Pauline i s often considered a love-poem. We have 
already discussed the love-theme, and how i t i s presented in 
the poem. Now we should see whether t h i s love-theme high-
l i g h t s any pa r t i cu la r aspect of Brox/ning's personal i ty . I t 
i s admitted by one and a l l t ha t Browning i s one of the grea-
t e s t love poets of the world. The poem under considerat ion 
dep ic t s the growth of a young poet and i s a record of h i s 
endless s t r i v ings for knowledge, love, and beauty. Though 
the problem presented in the poem i s one tha t i s of p a r t i -
cu la r interesftb; ' BrovY'ning, t h i s may be the problem of any 
young mind which experiences a f a t e l ike Paul ine ' s lover . 
The poem debates the importance of love in l i f e . The t r ag ic 
flaw in Pau l ine ' s lover i s h i s i n a b i l i t y t o respond to love 
and t h i s takes him away from Pauline. He r e a l i s e s h is er ror 
when he i s alone and forsaken and comes back t o her and con-
fesses h i s love for her and decides to r e s ide in the lap of 
love for the r e s t of h i s l i f e . We can thus conclude tha t 
the im.portance of love 
Browning had rea l ized quite ear ly in l i f e / i n human l i f e . He 
a lso believed in the r e s t o r a t i v e and re-generat ing power of 
love . This i s i l l u s t r a t e d through the hero' s se l f -conf i -
dence regained through Pau l ine ' s s e l f - l e s s love : 
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I have too trusted my own lawless wants. 
Too trusted my vain self, vague intuition — 
Draining soul's wine alone in the still night. 
And seeing how, as gathering films arose. 
As by an inspiration life seemed bare 
And grinning in its vanity, while ends 
Foul to be dreamed of, smiled at me as fixed 
And fair, while others changed from, fair to foul 
As a young v/itch turns an old hag at night 
No m.ore of this I We will go hand in hand, 
I with thee, even as a child — love's slave, 
LooMng no farther than his liege commands. 
(11. 938-949) 
Thus the importance of true love in life is asserted once 
again. Though its form may be different at various stages 
of life, it is the passion of love that governs all — this 
love may be human love or divine love. The projection of 
the young poet is true to life. 
The different themes of Pauline are not only typical 
of Browning, the poet, they are rather in accord with general 
hum(an concerns. It is not only the speaker of Pauline vjho 
is caught up in a trance. In the life of almiost every^ indi-
vidual, there com.es a critical phase when it becomes diffi-
cult for him to arrive at a final decision in respect of a 
personal problem. 
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Pauline presents the pro )blem of a poet- lover who 
has got everything — povjer, ta lent^ knowledge^ and love, 
but i s unable to define c l ea r ly h i s a t t i t u d e t o any of these . 
This i n a b i l i t y i s due to h i s inconsis tency. He i s running 
af te r one idea l a f t e r another and bags nothing. The poem 
ends with the l i n e s t ha t show the poet- lover once again cha-
sing h i s shadovv-y i dea l s : 
As I again go o ' e r the t r a c t s of thought 
Like one who has a r i g h t , and I sha l l l ive 
With poets , calmer, purer s t i l l each tiir.e. 
And beauteous shapes wi l l come for m.e to seize. 
And unknov/n secre t s wi l l be t r u s t e d me 
Which were denied the v/averer once; but now 
I sha l l be p r i e s t and prophet as of old. 
(11 . 1013-1019) 
Thus, the peace and strength tha t the poet-lover had 
f oJund in Pauline' s company are again abandoned as his res t -
l e s s nature regains i t s hold. 
*************************************** 
* * 
* CHAPTER THREE * 
* t 
* * 
* A THEMATIC STUDY CF PARACELSUS * 
* * 
* * 
************************************** 
The adverse c r i t i c i s m of Pauline disconcerted Browning t o 
the extent t ha t he avowed never t o l e t h i s own person be 
r e f l e c t e d in h is poetry. Accordingly, for h is next impor-
t a n t poem he chose a charac ter fa r removed from himself and 
h i s period t o avoid even a semblance of a f f in i ty betv;een 
h i s protagonist and himself. This was Paracelsus, S t re-
ssing on the ob jec t iv i ty of a r t , he chose a character that 
would enable him to come out of t h a t s t a t e of "intense and 
morbid self-consciousness, " which he had faced during the 
composition of Pauline. The attempt was qui te successful. 
Paracelsus was welcomed in the l i t e r a r y c i r c l e s as a work 
of a mature and confident a r t i s t . 
Browning chose Paracelsus as the speaker of t h i s poem 
from amongst innumerable other h i s t o r i c a l charac ters for 
the subject offered him an opportunity of analysing a unique 
pe r sona l i ty . Browning, from the very beginning, was i n t e -
r e s t e d in the study of human psychology. The complexities 
of human nature and human psyche insp i red him to go through 
the biographies of those ind iv idua ls who possessed d i s t i nc t 
1. "Paracelsus was a famous h i s t o r i c a l f igure of the s ix-
teenth century. He was a Swiss physician, alchemist, 
and c h e m i s t . , . . Paracelsus had a grea t influence on his 
own and succeeding c e n t u r i e s . " The Columbia Encyclo-
paedia (Kew York, 1956), p . 1483, 
2, A. Bose, Chronicles of Life (Calcut ta , 19 62) , p, 6. 
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q u a l i t i e s . His habit to know and understand everyman led 
him t o study the l i ves of the g rea t men of the world. He 
chose c e r t a i n h i s t o r i c a l personages — as sordel lc , Para-
ce l sus , Pra Lippo Lippi, and Andrea del s a r to — as the 
subject-matter of h is poetry. By r e f l e c t i n g on the nature 
of these pa r t i cu la r men, Brov/ning developed his own poetic 
i dea s . The psychological study of p a r t i c u l a r individuals 
held the scope of delving deep i n to the minds of var ied 
types of individuals and thus helped him in comprehending l i f e 
and i t s complexi t ies . He was p a r t i c u l a r l y in te res ted in 
complex charac ters and in h i s e f fo r t t o understand them, he 
gave h i s assessment of the place of man in the scheme of 
t h i n g s . Besides, Paracelsus was composed during a period 
when Browning was t rying t o become t o t a l l y objective and 
impersonal in h is c rea t ive a c t i v i t i e s . 
Paracelsus too, l i ke Pauline, h igh l igh ts the ro l e 
and function of a poet. The a r t i s t can well serve the 
socie ty when he i s not given t o sa t i s fy ing h i s own personal 
i n c l i n a t i o n s . The poet-lover of Pauline i s extremely self-
conscious, constant ly engaged in dealing with one problem or 
the other, mostly of h is own making. In Paracelsus^ Brov/ning 
3 
of fe rs a di f ferent image of a poet . Through Paracelsus* 
3, Paracelsus in one respect i s l i ke the poet-lover of 
.Pauline. He too i s given t o analyzing h i s mind and 
fathoming h is soul. 
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continuous contemplations. Browning th?fcws l igh t on the 
functions of a poet and h i s a r t . He presents two kinds of 
poets : the philosopher,, and the aesthete". They are r e p r e -
sented by Paracelsus and Aprile r e spec t ive ly . Bro-.vning 
wants t o emphasize tha t a perfect poet i s an amalgam of the 
two, and t h i s point i s we l l - s t r e s sed through the f a i l u r e s of 
both Paracelsus and Apri le . Browning bel ieves tha t a t rue 
a r t i s t i s one who a t taches equal importance to both love and 
knowledge and bel ieves in t h e i r inter-dependence. He i s 
l i k e a leader , a guide, who leads the society to be t te r ways 
of l i v i n g . He i s specia l ly appointed by God to serve the 
soc ie ty . This i s expressed through Paracelsus who declares : 
. . . I profess no other share 
In the se lect ion of my l o t , than t h i s 
My ready answer t o the wi l l of God 
Who summons me to be h i s organ — ^ 
The task assigned to the a r t i s t by God i s tha t of making men 
aware of the t r u t h s of l i f e . The a r t i s t i s given this- t ask 
4, The l i n e s echo the sentiments expressed in Pauline : 
. . . there was a dim crowd 
Of v i s ions , each a par t of some grand whole : 
And one s tar l e f t h i s peers and came with peace 
Upon a storm, and a l l eyes p ined, for him; 
And one dream came a pale poet' s s leep. 
And he said, ' I am singled out by God, 
No sun must touch me.* 
(Pauline, 11. 915-24) 
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because he i s g i f t ed with a keener perception and knowledge 
and imagination tha t separate him from o t h e r s . He has got 
a " r e s t l e s s i r r e s i s t i b l e force" ( I , 1 1 . 340) that always 
"works within him" ( I , 11. 341). The a r t i s t , as Miss. 
Barre t t comments, must have "the d iscr iminat ive facul ty of 
5 
the metaphysicians." Only then, he can approach a l l the 
ex i s t ing r e a l i t i e s . But he can reach t h i s t r u t h only 
through love and knowledge. He can become a seer, a prophet 
only by sharing the beaut ies of the world and the broader 
human sympathies. "Love and f a i t h w i l l enable him to d i s -
cover beauty and t r u t h which were denied him in moments of 
doubt and scepticism, so tha t he wi l l become a pr ies t and 
prophet l i ke his great fo rbears . " Browning believes tha t 
the a r t i s t can best serve the soc ie ty only when he i s 
governed by the i n t e r e s t s of o thers and does not give too 
much importance to h i s own l i k e s and d i s l i k e s . Through the 
dis i l lus ionment of Aprile Brovming conveys his disapproval 
of the doctr ine of Art for A r t ' s sake. An a r t i s t should 
not s t r i v e for personal fulf i lment alone but use his a r t i s -
t i c t a l e n t s t o mould a new and be t t e r soc ie ty . If an a r t i s t 
i s absorbed in his own a f f a i r s , he can do no service to the 
5, F.G. Kenyon, Browning Love L e t t e r s , 1, p. 359. 
p 
6. 0.F. Govil, "Browning's Theory of Poetry," unpdlished 
Ph.D. Disser ta t ion (AMU, 1953), p . 18. ' 
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soc ie ty . The mission of an a r t i s t i s the attainment of 
"the na tu ra l end and service of a man" ( I , 1. 302) and 
Pestus , Paracelsus ' f r iend, assures him t h a t "such praise" 
l i e s in "the general welfare" ( I . l , 303-3Q4)<Df mankind. With 
t h i s in mind. Browning b lo t s out a l l t r a c e s of himself and 
becomes one with h i s cha rac te r s . 
Browning a lso bel ieves in the imperfection of a r t . 
According to him, as the a r t i s t i s above a l l a human being, 
he has t o be imperfect. The imperfections of h is l i f e are 
r e f l e c t e d in h i s c r ea t ions as wel l . In t h i s sense Art i s 
bound t o be as imperfect as l i f e i t s e l f . So no expression 
of an a r t i s t can be taken as the genuine voice of the a r t i s t : 
But, master, poet, who hast done a l l t h i s . 
How dids t thou* escape the ru in whelming me ? 
Didst thou, when nerving thee t o t h i s attem.pt, 
Ne'er range thy mind's extent , as some wide h a l l . 
Dazzled by shapes tha t f i l l e d i t s length with 
l igh t . 
Shapes c lus te red there t o ru l e thee , not obey. 
That wi l l not wait thy summons, w i l l not r i s e 
Singly, nor when thy p rac t i sed eye and hand 
Can well t r ans fe r t h e i r l ove l iness , but crowd 
By thee forever, br ight t o thy despair 1' 
7. Paracelsus 11.11, 572-81. The same i s the problem of 
the poet- lover of Pauline who, too , i s faced with the 
shortcomings of a r t i s t i c expression : " . . . I but ca tch / 
A hue, a glance of what I s ing . " (11 . 516-17). 
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Paracelsus presents the interconnected themes of 
love and knowledge. Browning believes that love and know-
ledge are interdependent. Success can be achieved by- a 
proper synthesis of the two, Paracelsus reflects these 
particular forces of life and their effect upon the workings 
of mind. By introducing love and knowledge, and their 
collision. Browning presents the hypothesis that a mistaken 
approach to any of the two may change the whole life of an 
individual : 
Just SO/ the value of repose and love, 
I meant should tempt you better far than I 
You seem to comprehend; and yet desist 
No whit from projects where repose 
Nor love 
Has part. 
(I, 11. 133-136) 
The two main characters, Paracelsus and Aprile, as noted 
earlier, stand respectively for knowledge and love. Both 
aspire for perfection in their own way and both meet with 
di sappointment. 
As stated above, knowledge and love are the two main 
poles of interest around which the whole poem revolves, 
Paracelsus in his quest for knowledge refused to believe 
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t h a t success can be achieved only by sharing personal expe-
r i ences with o the r s . leaking knowledge the sole purpose of 
h i s l i f e , Paracelsus ignored the importance of love : 
. . . I go t o gather t h i s 
The sacred knowledge, here and there dispersed 
About the world, long l o s t or never found. 
And why should I be sad or lorn of hope ? 
"vJhy ever make man' s good d i s t i n c t from God' s. 
Or, finding they are one, why dare mistrust ? 
Who sha l l succeed if not one pledged l ike ire ? 
( I , 11 . 785-791) 
He used to think that love is not one of the necessities of 
life. A man if learned can live without love, and when one 
attains the peak of knowledge, he will be automatically loved 
by all. There is no need of being in touch with others ; 
... If I can serve mankind 
•Tis well; but there our intercourse must end : 
I never will be served by those I serve. 
(I, 11. 611-613) 
With such ideas in h i s mind, Paracelsus s t a r t ed on h i s voyage 
and f a i l e d but h is s t r iv ing i n s t i n c t can not make him abjure 
h i s plan : 
. . . What's f a i l u r e or success t o me ? 
I have subdued my l i f e t o the one purpose 
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Whereto I ordained it; there alone I spy. 
No doubt, that way I may be satisfied, 
(II, 11. 105-108) 
Love, an important theme of the poem, i s introduced 
through the separate d e s t i n i e s of Paracelsus and Aprile, 
Paracelsus a t taches no importance t o love in the drama of 
l i f e . He seems t o be ant i -emotional or a man without 
f e e l i n g s . He i s not capable of loving anybody. In t h i s 
respec t he appears to be a s tone-hear ted person. 'When h is 
f r i ends , Festus and Michal plead t o him t o "cast" h is "hopes 
away" and "stay" with them, he says : 
But you f i r s t guide;Se through doubt and fear . 
Taught me to know mankind and know myself; 
And now tha t I am strong and f u l l of hope. 
That from my soul, I can r e j e c t a l l aim.s 
save those your earnes t words made plain to me. 
Now tha t I touch the br ink of my design. 
When I would have a triumph in t h e i r eyes, 
A glad cheer in theix voices — Michal weeps. 
And Pestus ponders gravely I 
( I , 11 . 154-162) 
Paracelsus i s unaware of the s ignif icance of love in l i f e 
and does not respond to h i s f r i ends ' advice . Though he says 
t h a t h i s f r iends are as "dear to him as he i s t o them, he, in.fect. 
lacks the warmth and power of love : 
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. . . Dearest Michal, deares t Pestus 
ViJhat sha l l I say, if not t h a t I des i re 
To j u s t i f y your love; and w i l l , dear f r iends. 
In swerving nothing from my f i r s t reso lves . 
( I , 11. 710-713) 
He i s s e l f i sh and l i v e s for himself only. Love can not be 
won by physical s t rength . I t can be achieved through fee -
l i n g and emotions only. Proud of h i s youth, Paracelsus asks 
h i s f r i ends , "Devise some t e s t of l o v e , / Some arduous f e a t / 
To be jjerformed for you — . , . . " ( I , 11 . 114-116). True and 
genuine love i s i t s own proof;* i t needs no t e s t to es tab l i sh 
i t s p u r i t y . Moreover, love i s not a mater ia l thing; i t i s 
something s p i r i t u a l . I t i s an inborn fee l ing that teaches 
one t o sympathise with every c rea tu re of the world. Unfor-
tuna te ly Paracelsus i s devoid of such s e n s i t i v i t i e s . 
Almost a l l the poems of Browning are , in some sense, 
r e l a t e d t o the problem of love. By present ing different 
forms of love in h i s poetry. Browning wants t o emphasize 
the importance of love in l i f e . Paracelsus too depicts 
th ree kinds of love and various c h a r a c t e r s of the poem are 
the r e spec t ive embodiments of t he se . Fes tus and Michal are 
r ep re sen ta t ives of tha t pure, innocent human love which i s 
the sublimest of a l l . They love Paracelsus genuinely and 
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in tense ly , and are l ea s t bothered about h i s fee l ings towards 
them. With t h e i r pleadings t o Paracelsus t o change h i s 
course of l i f e , they provide the f i n e s t example of self-
l e s s love. They are convinced t h a t any action devoid of 
human love can never be successful . Pestus t e l l s him : 
. . , alone 
You sha l l go for th upon your ard-uous tas)c. 
None sha l l a s s i s t you, none partake your t o i l . 
None share your triumph ; s t i l l you must r e t a i n 
someone t o cas t your glory on, t o share 
Your rap ture with. Were I e l e c t l i ke you, 
I would enc i rc le me with love, and r a i s e 
A rampart of my fel lows; i t should seem 
Impossible for me t o f a i l , so watched 
By gent le f r iends who made my cause the i r own, 
( I , 11. 627-636) 
In Paracelsus' refusal to accept this^lie the seeds of his 
failure. As long as he has no idea of the imix)rtance of 
love, he can not hope to get out of the situation he has 
led himself into. But once he overcomes his inability to 
love, he will no longer be the earlier Paracelsus. When he 
is' alone and defeated, he remembers his friends and realizes 
that he too loved them but till now was not conscious of it: 
And Pestus — my poor Pestus, with his praise 
Anf Counsel and grave fears — where is he now 
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VJith the sweet maiden, long ago his bride ? 
I surely loved them — that last night, at 
least. 
When we... gone i gone 1 the better.. 
(11, 11. 129-133) 
Opposite to the pure and s e l f l e s s love of Pestus and Michal, 
i s placed the m a t e r i a l i s t i c se l f - love of Paracelsus . He 
loves knowledge and power in order t o be the g rea te s t man on 
ea r th . He i s so blinded by se l f - love t h a t he considers 
himself d i f ferent from the commonalty. He does not aspire 
t o know "for knowing's sake" ( I , 1. 526) but wishes "to 
become a s t a r t o men for ever ." ( I , 1. 527) . Here he makes 
the e r ror t h a t wi l l bring him misfortune in l a t e r l i f e . At 
t h i s very stage he i s reminded by Pestus t h a t man can be 
successful only when he i s sympathetic towards h i s fellow 
beings . If he i s good to others , he w i l l indeed be best to 
himself..Any action devoid o.f . human love i s fa ted to f a i l . 
Indifference leads t o d i s t r e s s . An a t t i t u d e of indifference 
towards one* s fellow beings, in the opinion of Pestus, even-
t u a l l y bears the f r u i t s of disappointments : 
I know not i 
But know t h i s , you, t ha t ' t i s no wi l l of mine 
You should abjure the lof ty claims you make; 
And t h i s the cause — I can no longer seek 
To overlook the t r u t h , t ha t there would be 
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A monstrous spectacle upon the earth. 
Beneath the pleasant sun, among the trees : 
A being knowing not what love is. 
(I, 11. 673-679) 
But Paracelsus, proud of h i s s t rength, decl ines every a s s i s -
t ance , '*! deny myself but l i t t l e / In v/aiving a l l ass is tance 
save i t s own." ( I , 11 . 655-656) . Though af ter meeting v;ith 
Apri le , Paracelsus r e a l i s e s h i s mistake, but a r e a l i s a t i o n 
when a l l i s l o s t i s f u t i l e . Now he i s " l e f t with gray 
ha i r , faded Miands,/ And furrowed brow" ( I I , 11. 220-221) . 
Prom the very beginning, Pestus i s apprehensive of such 
consequences and, being a t rue f r iend of Paracelsus, keeps 
on warning him : "do not cut yourself from human weal L/ 
you can not t h r ive —" ( I , 11. 660-661) . But Paracelsus' 
remains adamant. He refuses t o recognize h i s social r a s -
and 
p o n s i b i l i t i e ^ c o n t i n u e s to act against the primary law of 
na tu re . He refuses to l ive within the set boundaries of 
soc ia l ob l iga t ions . But excess in anything i s bad. Para-
c e l s u s ' a sp i ra t ions e»::eed. h i s c a p a b i l i t i e s , and he fool ishly , 
though unknowingly, approaches h i s decay. Blinded by h i s 
ambitions, he cannot see tha t everything i s not within the 
reach of a mortal . Only gradually does t h i s t ru th dav/n 
upon him. Belatedly he r e a l i s e s tha t if he has fa i l ed 
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"some f a u l t may be the cause . " He admits tha t the f au l t 
lay in h i s over-ambitiousness and says t o himself : 
'T was p o l i t i c in you^ Aureole, to r e j e c t 
Single rewards, and ask them in the lump; 
CII, 11. 203-204) 
He not only f a i l s t o a t t a i n 'un lin-ited knowledge, but a lso 
loses the love and affect ion of those v/ho should have been 
dear t o him. Chastened by h i s b i t t e r experience, he now 
admits tha t everything in t h i s world i s imperfect, and one 
t ry ing t o a t t a i n perfect ion i s doomed t o f a i l . He now sees 
how h i s plans have miscarr ied i 
. . . As a man, you had 
A ce r t a in share of s t rength; and tha t i s gone 
Already in the g e t t i n g these you boast . 
( I I , 11. 208-210) 
i s 
Now h i s cond i t ion / l ike t h a t of a s t ranger who wandered far 
away in search of knowledge and at the end got nothing 
except disappointment. He had soared i n to the void only 
t o re tu rn empty-handed : 
A stranger wandered long through many lands 
And reaped the f r u i t s he coveted in a few 
Discoveries, as appended here and the re . 
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The fragmentary produce of much toil. 
In a dim heap, fact and surmise together 
Confusedly massed as when acquired,.... 
' (II, 11. 27-32) 
The r e s u l t s of h i s quest are disheartening enough to turn 
him a pess imis t . He has l o s t every hope and i s no longer 
inc l ined t o have f a i t h in the usefulness of a l i f e of act ion 
and pu r su i t , A single moment of f a i l u r e i s enough to make 
him r e a l i s e the f u t i l i t y of h i s e n t i r e l i f e . Ho\v he dec- -
l a r e s t ha t in order to understand the r e a l meaning of l i f e 
and h i s own place in the scheme of th ings , he v;ill be one of 
the crew of men : 
. . . To lose myself 
Among the common c r e a t u r e s of the world. 
To draw some gain from having been a man 
( I I , 11. 74-7 6) 
Paracelsus' error was his conviction that knowledge 
alone is sufficient, and that love plays no significant part 
in life. He places his mind above all things and even when 
his "youth and its brave hopes'* are "all dead and gone" 
(II, 1, 190) he still prays, "crush not my mind, dear God, 
though I be crushed 1" (II, 1. 241) , But his meeting with 
Aprile teaches him the real meaning of knowledge. Now he 
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u n d e r s t a n d s t h a t r e a l knowledge comes through t h e accep tance 
of common joys and sorrows, not through an avoidance of them. 
He a imed .a t comprehending t h e r e a l n a t u r e of man and l i f e : 
And I smiled as one never smi les but once. 
Then f i r s t d i s cove r ing my own aim* s e x t e n t . 
Which sought t o comprehend t h e works of God, 
And God himself , and a l l God 's i n t e r c o u r s e 
With t h e human mind; 
( I , 1 1 . 531-535) 
The result was disappointing for eventually he found himself 
escaping from men and life. This was the cause of his fai-
lure. Aprile*s fate was no different. Aprile aimed at the 
attainment of beauty, truth, and love, but neglected the 
means of analysing them. Both Paracelsus and Aprile beli-
eved that theirs was the only correct approach to life. 
But as Aprile approaches his death, he realises his mistake 
and admits : 
... I could not curb 
My yearnings to possess at once the full 
Enjoyment, but neglected all the means 
Of realising even the frailest joy, — 
Gathering no fragments to appease my want 
Yet nursing up that want till thus I die... 
(II, 11. 388-393) 
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Aprile* s honest confession helps Paracelsus too in over-
coming h i s pride and in r e a l i s i n g h i s mistake : 
Love me henceforth, Apri le , while I learn 
To love — and merciful God, forgive us both i 
We v,'ake a t length from weary dreams. . . but both 
Have s lep t in f a i ry land — 
( I I , 11. 618-521) 
The humane and s e l f l e s s love of Pestus and Michal wins a t 
l a s t . Vfhen a lonely and dejected Paracelsus i s r egre t t ing 
h i s deeds on h i s deathbed, none but Pes tus com.es to rescue. 
He s t i l l loves him as in tensely as ever . He pat ient ly 
hears him and t r i e s t o give some solace t o h i s gu i l t - r idden 
conscience. We can smell the v ic to ry of human Icve in the 
following confessional u t terance of Paracelsus : 
In my own heart love had not been made wise 
To t race love' s f a in t beginnings in mankind. 
To know even hate i s but a mask of love' s. 
To see a good in e v i l , and a hope 
In i l l - s u c c e s s ; to sympathise . , , 
All t h i s I knew not, and I f a i l e d . 
(V, 11 . 872-S35) 
Paracelsus contains very profound ideas regarding 
love and knowledge. Love i s a major force of l i f e t ha t 
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i n c i t e s man t o noble ac t ion . But love i s not an abs t rac -
t i o n , i t i s a concrete r e a l i t y . I t i s the very bas i s of 
l i f e . The world i s formed of men who are concerned with 
the joys and sorrows of one another . Each roan i s governed 
by the emotion of love, and des i r e s t o l i v e for o thers . He 
values the fee l ings of h i s fel low beings and extends care 
and love to them. This may be c a l l e d a hum.anistic a t t i t ude 
towards l i f e . If we a l i ena te ourselves from the r e s t of 
of 
the world/ our existence can be/use ne i the r t o us nor t o 
o thers : 
But do not cut yourself from humian weal 1 
You can not t h r ive — a man t h a t dares affect 
To spend h i s l i f e in service t o h i s kind 
For no reward of t h e i r s , unbound t o them 
By any t i e ; nor do so. Aureole I No — 
There are strange punishments for such. 
( I , 11. 660-665) 
Both Paracelsus and Aprile have gained higher experience in 
respec t of love and knowledge but the re i s a dividing l ine 
between t h e i r respect ive experiences and the world around 
them. They are so removed from other men tha t they nei ther 
impart any learning to o thers nor do they learn anything 
from o the r s . They are knowledgeable no doubt, but such 
knowledge i s worthless. Michal In the very beginning had 
7 1 
waorned Paracelsus of the vanity of such jxirsuits but Para-
c e l s u s , proud of h i s self, did not give an ear to her plea-
d ings . Only a f te r having f a i l e d in h i s endeavours, he 
r e c a l l s the advice of Michal : 
When l a s t we parted, Pestus you declared. 
Or Michal, yes, her soft l i p s whispered words 
I have preserved. She t o l d me she believed 
I should succeed (meaning tha t in the search 
I then engaged in , I should meet success) 
And yet be wretched. 
( I l l , 11. 187-192) 
Both Paracelsus and Aprile l ive in a, world of abstract ion 
and ideal ism. While Paracelsus l i v e s in a world of reason 
beyond r e a l i t y , Aprile i s an inhabi tan t of the realm of 
fan tasy . Self-besot ted" j as they are , they have denied 
themselves the ordinary pleasures of l i f e and thus f a i l to 
understand the t rue meaning of l i f e . But, after meeting 
each other, they r e a l i s e the e r ro r t h a t they have committed. 
Speaking t o the dying Aprile, Paracelsus says : 
Die not, Aprile, we must never par t 
Are we not halves of once diss«>^^ed world. 
Whom t h i s strange chance un i t e s once more ? 
Part ? never 1 
Till thou the lover, know; and I the knower. 
Love — until both are saved, 
(II, 11. 633-637) 
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Their self-infatuation has taken tham to a point where even 
after recognising their faults, they are not ready to change 
the path they have been following, 
... I simply know 
I am no master here, but trained and beaten 
Into the path I tread; and here I stay. 
Until some further intimation reach me. 
Like an obedient drudge, 
c m , 11. 526-529) 
Paracelsus, eventually^ admits the value of love, and fee l s 
the necessi ty of coming c loser t o other men but even t h i s 
need of communion can not make him abjure h i s plan. Des-
c r ib ing t h e i r t rue natures , Paracelsus t e l l s Aprile : 
We wake at length from weary dreams but both 
Have s lept in f a i ry - l and : though dark and 
drear 
Appears the world before us, we no l e s s 
Wake with our wr i s t s and ankles jewelled s t i l l . 
I too have sought t o know as thou t o love :— 
Secluding love as thou refusedst knowledge 
S t i l l thou hast beauty and I power. 
( I I , 11 , 620-626) 
As E.D,H, Johnson says, "Paracelsus is a study of 
intellectual pride and its humbling." Paracelsus is too 
8. E.D.H. Johnson, The Alien Vision of Victorian Poetry 
(New Jersey, 1952), p. 72. 
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conscious of his knowledge and learning and of the superio-
rity of his intellect. He can not submit to the traditio-
nal knowledge and learning. He hopes to bring a revolution 
in the society and thinks that he is born to enlighten the 
society with "nev/ revealings" : 
Be sure they sleep not whom God needs 1 
Nor fear 
Their holding light his charge, when every hour 
That finds that charge delayed, is a new death 
This for the faith in which I trust; and hence 
I can abjure so well the idle arts 
These pedants strive to learn and teach; 
Black Arts, 
Great works, the secret and sublime for-sooth — 
Let others prize : too intimate a tie 
Connects me with our God 1 
(1,11. 352-360) 
No doubt Paracelsus is a man of intellect and he is quite 
conceited about it. But this excessive pride soon 
deserts him. His mission is to bring a revolution in 
society but he wants to take all the credit and do everything 
in his own way : 
,,, I go to prove my soul 1 
I see my way as birds their trackless v;ay. 
I shall arrive I what time, what circuit first. 
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I ask not but unless God send h i s h a i l 
Or bl inding f i r e b a l l s , s l e e t or s t i f l i n g snow. 
In some time, h i s good time, I sha l l a r r ive : 
He guides me and the b i r d . 
( I , 11 . 359-3 65) 
Thus he negates the older values of love and knowledge. His 
attitude is highly individualistic and his failure as a 
missionary is predetermined : 
I learned my own deep error; love's undoing 
Taught me the worth of love in man's estate. 
And what proportion love should hold with power 
In his right constitution; love preceding 
Power, and with much power, always much more love, 
(V, 11. 854-858) 
About this individualistic attitude of Paracelsus Johnson says: 
Paracelsus is a study of intellectual pride 
and its humbling. The philosopher, conscious 
of his mission to arouse society with "new 
revealings," places entire confidence in his 
individual powers, and thereby repudiates 
the guidance of tradition and the support of 
love, as personified by Pestus and f-lichal. 9 
Paracelsus thinks that he alone can revolutionise the society, 
He belives that knowledge alone is sufficient and he can bear 
9. E.D.H. Johnson, The Alien Vision of Victorian Poetry 
(New Jersey, 1952), p. 7 2. 
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the loss of anything for the sake of his intellect : 
God '. Thou art Mind '. unto the 
Master-Mind, 
Mind should be p r e c i o u s . . . spare 
My mind alone 1 
All e l se I wi l l endu re . . . 
( I I , 11 . 229-231) 
This over-confidence leads him t o f a i l u r e . In the long run 
he i s betrayed by h i s own i n t e l l e c t and r e a l i s e s the f u t i l i t y 
of the knowledge devoid of love : 
Love, hope, fear , f a i t h — these make 
humanity 
These are i t s sign and note and charac ter . 
And these I have l o s t I 
( I I I , 11 . 1028-1030) 
Another c r i t i c , C.W. Smith, be l ieves tha t h i s f a i l u re i s the 
r e s u l t of h i s vnrongly corsceived notions of knowledge and 
love. "He has set himself a goal of impossible and unreal 
accom.plishment towards which he progresses with increasing 
10 
fervour, only to discover l a t e r h i s impetuous blunder." 
Attainment of Icnowledge i s the sole considerat ion of 
Paracelsus . He, in any way, des i res to achieve i n f i n i t e 
10. C.W. Smith, Browning* s Star Imagery (Princeton, New 
Jersey, 1941) , p . 25. 
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knowledge and for this purpose leaves his home and for-
11 
sakes his friends. He is repeatedly warned by his fri-
ends, Pestus and Michal, that such a course will dec idly be 
unsuccessful. He, however, obstinately and blindly sticks 
to his aim and thus keeps on moving, unknowingly, towards 
his own disaster. Michal tries to persuades him : 
Stay with us Aureole I cast those hopes away. 
And stay with us i .... 
You will find all you seek and perish so I 
(I, 11. 700-70 6) 
He had the dame feelings when he pictures Pestus entreating 
11. Some superficial affinities may be defected between 
Browning* s Paracelsus and Tennyson' s Ulysses. But 
there is a major difference between the two; while 
Paracelsus was a highly ambitious m,an and his ambi-
tions had blinded him to the extent that he ignored 
the basic dem.ands of life (love, friendship etc.), 
Ulysses lived life to the full and was a m.an of action, 
action with a purpose. Another major difference is 
that while Paracelsus started a solitary quest for 
knowledge, Ulysses was accompanied by his comrades 
whom he encouraged to live a life of action,"... Come 
my friends/ 'Tis not too late to seek a newer world" 
(11. 5 6-57) . 
^^ Pauline^ Browning has presented a similar view : 
This restlessness of passion meets in mie 
A craving after knowledge 
And I considered whether I should yield 
All hopes and fears, to live alone with it. 
Finding a recompense in its wild eyes. 
And when I found that I should perish so, 
1 bade its wild eyes close for me ever. 
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him not t o follow such a course . But Paracelsus, proud of 
h i s youth, regards himself fc^r above the leve l of common 
men. He i s blinded by h i s high i d e a l s of a t ta in ing i n f i -
n i t e knowledge. He i s over-confident of h i s success and 
prophecies : 
My wondrous plans and dreams and 
hopes and fears 
Have never wearied y o u , , , , 
, , . Oh you sha l l 
Be very proud one day 
(1 ,11 , 117-188,122-123) 
Pes tus aslcs him t o be humble and modest and not to be so 
proud of h i s c a p a b i l i t i e s . He reminds him of the l im i t a -
t i o n s of h i s p lans . But Paracelsus, blinded by his youthful 
a sp i r a t ions , i s not ready to l i s t e n t o anyone. He wants t o 
adopt d i s t i n c t and extraordinary means to achieve h is goal . 
He considers himself as being d i f fe ren t from other men. He 
i s sure tha t he i s specia l ly appointed by God for performing 
some arduous fea t and thus exhib i t h i s unusual s k i l l and 
a t t a i n magnificence : 
. . . I profess no other share 
In the se lect ion of nty l o t , than in 
hiy ready ^iswftc—tcthe wi l l of God 
Who sy«f^Hk me I organ — 
I , 11 . 292-295) 
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He is so proud of his 'self that he turns deaf to Michal's 
warning 
Man should be humble,., you are very proud '. 
And God^ dethroned, has doleful plagues for 
such 
(I, 11. 702-703) 
When Pestus asks him to moderate h i s a sp i r a t ions , he r e p l i e s : 
. . , What i s i t you 
Wish 
That I should lay as ide my h e a r t ' s pursui t . 
Abandon the sole ends for v/hich I l ive , 
Rejeet God* s grea t commission and so die t 
( I , 11. 141-143) 
Pestus again warns him of the dangers of such a course and 
advises him, "nor l e t your g i f t s c rea te /Scorn or neglect of 
ordinary means/ Conducive t o success , " ( I , 11. 316-318). But 
the sober and sincere appeal of Pes tus does not please him. 
So f a r as Pestus i s concerned, he has no confusion in h i s 
mind regarding the correctness of h i s advice „ T.J. Col l ins 
c o r r e c t l y points out : 
. . . Pestus understands the e s s e n t i a l difference 
between what i s access ib le t o men and what l i e s 
beyond h i s proper sphere of a c t i v i t y . 12 
12. T.J , Col l ins , Browning* s Moral-Aesthetic Theory 
(London, 19 67), p. 23. 
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Pestus i s well aware of the value of human love, and knows 
qu i t e well t h a t nothing tha t takes us away from men 
can be good : 
, , , For tho ' I hold 
\i±th you, the se t t ing fo r th such pra ise to be 
The na tu ra l end and service of a Man, 
And hold such pra ise i s best a t t a ined when man 
Atta ins the general welfare of h i s kind — 
( I , 11 . 300-303) 
But Paracelsus ' ambition i s to shine l i ke a s o l i t a r y s t a r 
on the horizon of the world. He i s determined to achieve 
success in h i s ambitious project and d iscards a l l concerns 
for the general welfare of mankind. Co l l i n s , commenting on 
the se l f - love and se l f -p r ide of Paracelsus, wr i tes : 
He wishes to separate himself from the 
commonweal and the realm of na tu ra l love 
in order to seek the splendour of ul t imate 
knowledge in i s o l a t i o n . 13 
Paracelsus was so blinded by h i s a s p i r a t i o n s tha t he 
e n t i r e l y ignored the achievement of h i s predecessors. He 
dreamt of bringing a revolut ion in the world of medicine, 
and regarded the works of h i s ancestors in the l ine , as 
13. Ib id . , p. 22. 
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worthless : 
Their light I the sum of all is briefly this I 
They laboured and grew famous, and the fruits 
Are best seen in a dark and groaning earth 
Given over to a blind and endless strife 
With evils, what of all their lore abates ? 
No; I reject and spurn them utterly 
And all they teach. 
(I, 11. 574-580) 
Such an approach could never produce the desired r e s u l t s . 
Nothing in the world i s t o t a l l y wor th less . Every work i s 
meaningful in i t s own way. Past teaches us a lo t and only 
an impart ia l and r i g h t approach t o the past can lead t o a 
successful fu tu re . I t i s only through & proper understan-
ding of the past tha t , we can avoid the e r r o r s committed by 
our ances tors . Success l i e s not in denying the past but 
in accepting i t as i t i s . Paracelsus ' denia l of h i s pre-
decessors a l so cont r ibuted to his u l t imate discomfiture. 
His excessive s e l f - r e l i ance brought him only misery and 
misfortune. His se l f -cent redness was the r e s u l t of h is 
i r r e s i s t i b l e passion t h a t clung t o him throughout h i s l i f e , 
and ul t imately reduced h i s idealism t o a ruinous s t a t e . 
Towards the end he mournfully admits : 
Well, then : you know my hopes; 
I am assured, a t length, those hopes were vain; 
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That t r u t h i s j u s t as far from me as ever; 
That I have thro-wn niy l i f e away; t h a t sorrow 
On tha t account i s i d l e , and fur ther e f for t 
To mend and patch what 's marred beyond repa i r ing . 
As use less : 
c m , 11 . 500-506) 
Thus the reconciling of the opposites becomes the 
major theme of the poem. Browning's hero wanted to acquire 
all the knowledge of the world without knowing the basic 
truth that learning alone is not sufficient. Love pust in 
every case follov/ knowledge, Paracelsus' life remained 
incomplete without love. Unaware of its value in life, he 
seemed disinterested and indifferent to it. Not only that 
he could not love his fellow beings, but he was even unable 
to respond to other* s love. The later experiences of his 
life made him realize his mistake. He who had aimed at 
acquiring all the knov/ledge of the world, could not enjoy 
even the simplest pleasure of life. Admitting his faults 
he says : 
I learned my own deep error; love's undoing 
Taught me the worth of love in man' s estate,. 
And what proportion love should hold v/ith power 
In his right constitution; love preceding 
Power, and with much power, always much more love; 
(V, 11. 854-858) 
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The r e a l purpose of a l l learning i s an understanding of men. 
The nature of man can best be understood by coupling know-
ledge with love. Paracelsus had missed t h i s point in the 
beginning. Nevertheless/ the stage does a r r ive when he i s 
made to admit tha t "Love, hope, fear , f a i t h — these make, 
humanity/ And these I have l o s t I" ( I I I , 11 . 1094-109 6) . 
Through Paracelsus Browning emphasizes the need and impor-
tance of having a synthesis of love and knowledge. Accep-
tance of the incomplete i s a necessary human condit ion : 
. . . ' T i s f r u i t l e s s for mankind 
To f r e t themselves with what concerns them not; 
They are no use t h a t way I they should l i e down 
Content as God has made them, nor go mad 
In t h r i v e l e s s care to b e t t e r what i s i l l . 
(V, 11 . 578-582) 
Paracelsus r ea l i s ed t h i s t r u t h on h i s death-bed. Now he can 
look at imperfection not as the negation of t r u t h , but as an 
inseparable par t of l i f e . Commenting on t h i s changed a t t i -
tude of Paracelsus W.D, Shaw says : 
The "incomplete" i s the defining human qual i ty , 
the culmi^tion of a dynamic p r inc ip le of imper-
fect ion diffused throughout the world. 14 
14. W. David Shaw, The Dia lec t i ca l Temper (New York, 19 68), 
p . 17. 
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In order to comprehend the real nature of life and truth, 
we must give due importance to the opinions of our fellow 
beings. A distant look at life is not sufficient for that 
purpose. We can not generalise our particular experiences. 
A narrow perspective.is not enough in itself. Similar 
thoughts are expressed by Browning when he presents the 
mistaken attitudes of Aprile, x\'ho wished to attain infinite 
love while keeping aloof from the world. The poet wants to 
impress upon the readers that nothing is perfect in the world. 
The only way to achieve success is that we accept each human 
situation v;ith all its inherent lim.itations. We must learn 
to be content with whatever is available or whatever is 
within our reach. In this world of imperfection, and 
incompleteness, only God is perfect, supreme, and glorious. 
But this does not mean that man is a plaything in the hands 
of God. Aprile, the poet of love, states : 
... God is the perfect poet. 
Who in his person acts his own creations. 
(II, 11. 648-549) 
So there is no need of being dejected because of the present 
state of imperfection, as no state is complete or final in 
itself. There may be possibilities for further improvement. 
Progress is the law of nature. Life does not stick to one 
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p a r t i c u l a r point . In order t o r i s e out of the present 
s t a t e of decay^ nian should be hopeful about the future and 
should in no way adopt.a n i h i l i s t i c a t t i t u d e : 
. . . Man, once descried, imprints forever 
His presence on a l l l i f e l e s s th ings , . . . 
And a l l t h i s t o f i l l us with regard for man. 
With apprehension for h i s passing v/orth. 
Desire t o work h is proper nature out, 
And ascer ta in h i s rank and f i n a l place; 
For these things tend s t i l l upward — Progress 
I s the law of l i f e — . . . . 
(V, 11 . 719-7 20, 7 39-744) 
The poem was desinged to be t o t a l l y objective but a 
c lose look at i t shov/s tha t the subject ive tone of Pauline' s 
c rea to r i s not e n t i r e l y absent. Though Browning was far 
more successful in coming out of tha t s t a t e of se l f -consci -
ousness of which he himself became so c r i t i c a l in l a t e r l i f e , 
Paracelsus here and there does provide some glimpses in to 
h i s personal l i f e . The p o r t r a i t of Paracelsus struggling 
t o l i b e r a t e himself from the shackles - of t r a d i t i o n a l learning, 
reminds one of the young Browning who could never follow the 
formal educational courses . The youthful Paracelsus f u l l 
of "wondrous plans and dreams and hopes, " was no less a s p i -
r ing then Browning who planned t o perform great deeds and 
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was over -enthus ias t ic in h i s youth. The poem i s a record 
of a sp i ra t ion , defeat and attainment — a l l t ha t r e a l l y cons-
t i t u t e s the s p i r i t u a l h is tory of the poem i s of Browning' s 
c rea t ion , i t i s h i s "commentary, " Pes tus and Michal are 
supposed to be the p o r t r a i t s of Browning's own loving and 
caring paren ts . 
Prom the thematic point of view, Pauline and Paracel-
sus are similar in some r e spec t s . In both, the problem of 
the protagonist i s tha t he runs a f te r an idea l tha t i s un-
a t t a i n a b l e . But what d i f f e r e n t i a t e s one from the other i s 
the fac t t ha t the author i s very much present in Pauline, 
while in Paracelsus, he succeeds in keeping himself apart 
from the hero. According to Co l l ins , in Paracelsus, 
Browning achieves detachment which r ep resen t s an advarK:ement 
on h i s part from the t o t a l involvement of Pauline. In 
Paracelsus, Browning i s one s tep removed from h i s own prob-
grea te r 
lems, which enabled him t o work out with/degree of ob jec t i -
v i t y the moral dilemma tha t had rem.ained unresolved in 
Paul ine .^ 
15, C.W, Smith comments thus on the dramatic nature of the 
poem : 
Even though Paracelsus may not seem to succeed 
in freeing i t s e l f su f f i c i en t ly from the confe-
ssional mode t o become purely dramatic in form, 
i t does so t o a not iceable degree, 
C.W, Smith, Browning* s Star Imagery (New Jersey : 1941), 
pp. 19-20. 
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Prom the thematic point of view Paracelsus lays the 
foundation of Browning's later monologues. The poem 
highlights the certain ideas which were to take stronger 
hold of the poet in his later life. We can not help 
appreciating the achievement of Browning, who by analysing 
the solitary character of Paracelsus, reflects upon the 
entire human life. The poem is basically a human document, 
contributing much to our understanding of human life in 
general and offering solutions to the problems that trouble 
our mind. To acquire true knowledge of life one must be 
in touch with fellow human beings otherwise a man will still 
be ignorant even after acquiring all the knowledge of the 
world. His condition will be like that of a person who 
not 
knows/what he exactly knows. In order to avoid confusion, 
a study of human sentiments and of human nature is a must, 
but such a study can be conducted only when one treats 
others lovingly and affectionately. Shelley's observation 
in his Preface to Alastar that "those who keep themselves 
aloof from sympathies with their kind, rejoicing neither in 
human Joy nor mourning with human griefs : these and such 
as they have their appointed curse .... Those who love not 
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t h e i r fellow beings l ive unf ru i t fu l l i v e s . " ^ Browning 
puts much the same ideas in the mouth of Festus : 
How can tha t course be safe 
Which from the f i r s t 
Produces ca re lessness t o human love ? 
( I , 11 . 619-620 
But this does not mean that Brov/ning has simply provided 
an illustration for Shelley's dictum. He is original in 
his attempt despite the obvious similarity. But still the 
fact remains that Shelley' s poetic works did help Bro'vming 
in presenting his ideas in a more expressive manner. 
16, Thomas Hutchinson ed. The Complete Works of 
P. B, Shelley (London : 1905), p. 14. Similar idea is 
expressed by Coleridge in "The Rime of Ancient Mariner" 
where he says : "He prayeth well who loveth well, •• 
(1. 612) . 
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The problems tha t had baffled Brov/ning's mind in the 
beginning of h i s poet ic career "were mostly re la ted to the 
ro le and the fxmction of an a r t i s t and h i s place in 
soc ie ty . Being a Victor ian, Browning was conscious of 
the condit ion of the Victorian a r t i s t who v;as carught in 
an inner conf l i c t between the demands of the public and 
h i s own a e s t h e t i c impulses. The l i t e r a r y h is tory of 
t h i s period shows that the Victorian publ ic was forcing 
on the poets the role of a seer and a guide to lead i t . 
An a r t i s t was considered as some one d i f fe ren t from common 
men and was supposed to be gif ted with a keener perception. 
He was required to use his ' g i f t s ' for the enlighrtenment of 
the pub l i c . Amid t h i s Victorian temper, i t was r ea l 
d i f f i c u l t to define the ac tua l ro le of an a r t i s t . In 
the e a r l i e r chapters , i t has been discussed how Browning, 
by dwelling on the problems of poet and poetry, and know-
ledge and love, had t r i e d to f ix the a r t i s t in a cer ta in 
framework. The process of an a r t i s t ' s growth involves 
passing through several stages of f a i t h and doubt. This 
kind of growth is depicted in Paul ine. Paracelsus , and 
1. E.D.H, Johnson, The Alien Vision of Victorian Poetry 
(New Jersey : 1952), p , X. 
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also in Plupa Passes. The confusions t ha t trouble the 
poet - lover of Pauline are not to be found in Paracelsus 
but s t i l l , t h i s philosopher-poet (Paracelsus) has a 
d i f f i c u l t y in developing a balanced a t t i t u d e towards love 
and kno^^ledge. Carrying these themes fu r the r , Browning 
f i n a l l y evolves the image of an idea l poet in Pippa Passes 
in the person of Pippa, But before Pinpa Passes , 
Browning had laboured on two other works, Strafford (I837), 
and Sordello (I8U0). Sordello was sever ly c r i t i c i s e d 
for i t s intense obscur i ty . This c r i t i c i s m had a healthy 
effect on Browning who t r i e d to overcome t h i s defect in 
Pippa Passes and succeeded in making i t more i n t e l l i g i b l e . 
Pippa Passes, published in I8I+I, was the f i r s t of 
the s e r i e s , Bells and Pomegranates. The poem was wri t ten 
a t a time when the poet was experimenting with new poetic 
techniques. He took ac t ive i n t e r e s t i n . t h e workings of 
human mind and the complexities of human nature which led 
him to probe deeper into himan psychology. Pippa Passes 
2. Sordello was received by readera and c r i t i c s with 
great amazement. No one could catch the rea l meaning 
of the poem which with " a l l i t s load of learning" was 
turned in to a mockery. There i s , however, no evidence 
to show tha t Brov/ning f e l t much d i s t r u s t e d by the 
recept ion of the poem. He only sa id : ' I blame no one, 
l e a s t of a l l myself, who did my best then and s ince . ' 
Browning's statement; i s recorded by G.K. Chesterton in 
h i s biography Robert Bro^vning (p.M-2). But the fact i s 
t ha t the c r i t i c i sm of Sordello did make Browning aware 
Continue. 
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i s the product of t h i s deep-rooted i n t e r e s t of the poet . 
But the poem, from the point of view of i t s subject 
mat te r , i s not merely another attempt on Browning's par t 
to comprehend man's nature but i t a l so r e f l e c t s the 
au tho r ' s maturer ideas on the ro le of poets and poetry. 
I t has been noticed in the e a r l i e r chapters how Browning 
was v a c i l l a t i n g between two tjrpes of poets the 
subject ive and the objec t ive . In Pauline he projects 
the image of a poet- lover who i s extremely self-conscious 
while Paracelsus presents a poet-philosopher who is domi-
nated by h i s zeal for knowledge. Nei ther of them is a 
t rue poet . \Alhile one is governed by h i s emotions, the 
other t o t a l l y neglects the value of emotions. The image 
of a t h i r d kind of poet in Pippa Passes marks a s i g n i f i -
cant s tage in the growth of Browning himself as a poet . 
Through the unconscious but cons t ruc t ive influence of 
Pippa on various characters Browning pro jec t s the image 
of an i d e a l poet. The notions of love and knowledge, 
t e n t a t i v e l y presented in e a r l i e r poems are ful ly elabora-
Cont inue .. 
of the obscurity of his work and the effect of this 
awareness is best reflected in his next work 
Pippa Passes in which he spoke with a totally new 
voice. See G.K. Chesterton, Robert Browning 
(New York : 196^), p. ^ 2. - " 
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ted in Pippa Passes. 
Before coming to a discussion of the various themes 
o^ Pippa Passes, it vill be better to give in brief the 
main plot of the poem. Browning is a great lover of 
himanity and all his poems are supposed to carry a humani-
tarian note. Pippa Passes is no exception to it. It is 
not the story of one person or one family but treats diffe-
rent individuals and their entirely different fates. The 
only common thing between them is that the transformation 
in their lives is the result of Pippa's influence. Each 
episode is a different story and the poem seems to compr 
rise several fragments which are brought together by the 
solitary figure of Pippa, All action takes place in 
Asolo, the Italian city where Pippa lives as a working 
girl. The whole poem records the events of one single 
day, the day of Pippa's annual holiday. She wishes to 
spend this day as happily as she can. Therefore she 
plans to pass through the lives of the four eminent 
persons of Asolo and study their lives by Imaginatively 
putting herself in their place. She is an innocent 
little girl who knows nothing of the ^oys and sorrows of 
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others and even of herself. She thinks that Sebald, 
Jules, Luigi, and Monsignor are living a contented life 
and regards them as the luckiest four of Asolo. Bat as 
she passes through their houses, it is found that no 
one is satisfied with his life. They are rather going 
through the most critical phase of their lives and all are 
in a "to be or not to be" condition. Whether it is 
Sebald whose guilt-ridden conscience (because of his 
indulgence in adultery with Ottima) is tormenting him, or 
Jules who feels himself cheated in love and is confused 
regarding his attitude towards Phene (whether to accept 
her as his bride or forsake her), or Luigi whose love for 
Italy is overshadowed by his love for his beloved, or 
Monsignor whose lust for money makes him plan the murder 
of Pippa herself whose property he wants to grab. All 
these characters are on the verge of taking a decision 
that will determine their future. And here Pippa drops 
in, singing unconsciously and carelessly without any 
intention of causing any effect upon any of these characters, 
But her unconscious utterances awaken the sleeping consc-
ience of these persons and enable than to make a distinc-
tion between the right and the wrong. Thus Sebald repent-
9^  
ing his deed (his illicit relation with Ottima and the 
murder of her husband) finds peace in suicide, Jules 
forgives Phene whole-heartedly and takes her as his bride, 
Luigi decides to go on his mission without any further 
delay, and Monsignor decides to return the usurped pro-
perty to its rightful owner, Pippa. Thus all wrong is 
righted in the end because of Pippa who after passing her 
holiday in her own way returns to her home and goes to 
sleep mentally prepared to resume her routine work next 
day. 
The major concerns of this study is an examination 
of the different themes of Pippa Passes and their relation 
to the growth of Browning as a poet. During the period 
of the composition of this poem, the themes in which 
BroTvning seems to have been most interested were related 
to love and the role and place of artist in society. These 
themes are presented in this poem. The most important 
theme of the poen is, of course, love, love not in a 
narrow perspective but the great love of humanity. ks 
G.K. Chesterton says, "Pippa Passes is the greatest poem 
ever written, with the exception of one or two by 
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Walt IriJhitman, to express the sentiment of the pure love of 
h-umanity, "-^  In Pauling Browning has presented a poet-
lover who i s immature and i s not quite c lear about his 
a t t i t u d e towards h i s beloved, whereas in Paracelsus he 
emphasizes tha t l i f e i s incomplete without love and lays 
s t r e s s on the synthesis of love and knowledge. In Pippa 
Passes he presents the image of an i d e a l poet in the form 
of Pippa v;ho through her spontaneous u t te rances in jec t s 
human love in o the r s . On t h i s , Chesterton per t inen t ly 
remarks tha t Browning, 
had long thought vaguely of a being passing 
through the world, obscure and unnameable, 
but moulding the des t in ies of others to 
mightier and be t t e r i s sues . Then his 
almost f a u l t l e s s i n s t i n c t came in and sugg-
ested tha t t h i s being whom he dramatised as 
the work-gi r l . Pippa, should be even uncon-
scious of anything but her own happiness, 
and should sway men's l ives with a lonely 
mir th , h 
^ Pippa Passes Browning looks a t love frcra d i f fe -
rent s tandpoints . He depicts many types of love. For 
3 . G,K. Chesterton, Robert Browning (New York : 196^), 
p . ^ 3 . 
h. Ibid. , \. m> 
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example, he presents the hot and passionate love of Ottima 
and Sebald, the soft and idea l love of Ju les , the over-
powering pa t r io t i sm of Luig i , the t y p i c a l maternal love 
of h is mother, the avaricious Bishop's love of power and 
wealth, the innocent human love of God, and most impor-
t an t of a l l , the love of God for man. Talking about t h i s 
wide range of love-themes in Pippa Passes William David 
Shaw wri tes : 
The whole s t ruc tu re of the poem i s 
h i e r a r c h i c a l , and from the phys ica l , 
sensual love of Ottima and Sebald. 
i t passes to love with an i d e a l i s i i c 
basis to Jules and Pnene, then to 
love of country, mother love, and 
f i n a l l y the love of God. 5 
In the Ottima-Sebald episode e n t i t l e d 'Morning' , 
Browning r e f l e c t s on the purely sensual and physical 
passion. The two lovers are blindly cont ro l led by the i r 
impulses, and murder old Luca to sa t i s fy t h e i r carnal 
des i r e s . For them the g r a t i f i c a t i o n of sensual urges i s 
the only end of the i r l i f e , Ottima seems to be enjoying 
the new l i f e of freedom. She i s not the l e a s t bothered 
5. William David Shaw, The Dia l ec t i ca l Temper (New York : 
1968), p . 52. 
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about her dead, old husband and i s always d i rec ted by her 
animal pass ions . She has no sense of g u i l t or remorse and 
openly confesses her love for Sebald, the murderer of her 
old husband ; 
V/ell then , I love you be t te r now than ever . 
And best (look a t me while I speak to you) — 
Best for the crime; nor do I g r i eve , in t r u t h . 
( I , Morning, 11. 1ifl-lJ+3) 
VJhen Sebald taUcs about Luca, she t r i e s to d iver t h is mind 
by reminding him of the day when they f i r s t made love : 
Burried in woods we lay , you r e c o l l e c t ; 
Swift ran the searching tempest overhead; 
( I , Morning, 11. 190-191) 
Ottima's love has so blinded Sebald tha t he forgets every 
other thing. Ottima knows pre t ty well the hold she has on 
Sebald and asks him : 
Crown me your queen, your s p i r i t ' s a r b i t r e s s . 
Magnificent in s in . 
( I , Morning, 11. 212-213) 
Bat such love can not l a s t for long. I t vanishes with the 
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passage of time. A stage comes when one r e a l i s e s one's 
mistakes. This happens to Sebald when he hears Pippa 
s inging, "God's in His Heaven,/ A l l ' s r igh t with the 
world," ( I . Morning, 11. 222-223). The s p e l l i s broken 
and now he sees through the r e a l Ottima and f inds her 
l i f e l e s s and soul less : 
My God i 
Those morbid ol ive f a u l t l e s s shoulder-blades — 
I should have known there was no blood beneath J 
( I , Morning, 11. 25^-256) 
A new Sebald i s bom who can no longer be duped by the 
love of Ottima. Her beauty has no charm for him now and he 
no longer can derive any sexual p leasure . He declares : 
. . . That l i t t l e peasan t ' s voice 
Has r ighted a l l again. Though I be l o s t , 
I know which i s the b e t t e r , never f ea r . 
Of vice or v i r t u e , pur i ty or l u s t . 
Nature or t r i ck 1 I see what I have done. 
Ent i re ly now i 
( I . Morning, 11. 259-61) 
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Ottima too r e a l i s e s her g u i l t and i s ready to pay the 
penalty for i t : 
Mine i s the "Whole crime. Do but 
K i l l me then 
( I , Morning, 1. 270) 
Their end i s t r a g i c . They find tha t only ty k i l l i n g 
themselves they can get r i d of t h e i r gui l ty conscience. 
Through th i s episode Browning seams to suggest that 
s in fu l love of t h i s so r t inev i tab ly brings d i s a s t e r . 
The a r t i s t Jules i s a sympathetic and loving man. 
Even a f te r the discovery of the t r i c k played upon him in 
marriage he accepts Phene as h i s wife. I t i s th i s 
acceptance which makes the couple lead a happy married 
l i f e . He asks Phene to forget about the pas t and s t a r t 
a f resh l i f e -with him : 
Scatter a l l t h i s my Phene — t h i s mad dream I 
Vflio, what i s Lu t -%che , what Na ta l i a ' s f r iends , 
too 
'^aat the whole world except our love — 
My own, own Phene ?° 
in -Jules' acceptance of Phene, we may see a comproiaising 
a t t i t u d e towards l i f e ' s chances. No love can be perfect 
or complete in i t s e l f . For a happy l i f e one has to 
accept i t with a l l i t s imperfect ions. Jules i s able to 
reach t h i s t r u t h and thus is going to s t a r t a fresh l i f e 
with Phene : 
And you are ever by me while I gaze 
Are in my arms as now — as now — as now i 
Some unsuspected i s l e in the fa r seas l 
Some unsuspected i s l e in far-off seas l 
( I I , Noon, 11. 32^-326) 
He mixes h is knowledge of the imperfection and incomplete-
ness of the world with his love for Phene. This synthesis 
of knowledge and love i s missing in Paracelsus and Aprile, 
6. I I , Noon, 11. 310-313. 
This i d e a l i s t i c notion of love i s echoed in Pauline too 
where the poet- lover a f te r r e a l i s i n g the importance of 
love implores : 
Pauline, come with me, see how I could build 
A home for us , out of the world in thought I 
I am upl i f t ed : f ly with me Pauline I 
(Pauline^ 11 . 729-731) 
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and hence they come to a t r a g i c end. 
Luigi i s an embDdiment of p a t r i o t i c love. He i s 
madly in love with his country. He has devoted his l i f e 
to the good of h i s coimtrymen and i s f ight ing for t h e i r 
l i b e r a t i o n . His love for h is coimtry and fellow c i t i zens 
makes him obl ivious of every o ther considerat ion. Though 
he i s young, f u l l of youthful zea l and emotions and i s in 
a pos i t ion to lead a peaceful l i f e with his mother and the 
g i r l of h is choice, he thinks only of I ta ly : 
I laugh a t myself as through the town I walk, 
And see men as i f no I t a ly 
Were suffer ing; then I ponder - "I am r i c h , 
"Young, heal thy; why should th i s fact t rouble me, 
"More than i t t roubles these?" But i t does 
t rouble . 
( I I I . Evening, 11. 38-if2) 
In h is s incere devotion to the country, he becomes the 
f ines t example of s e l f l e s s love. 
Luigi* s mother plays the r o l e of a typ ica l mother 
t02 
as she vjants her son to be with her a t any cos t . Her 
love for her son blinds her to the extent tha t she de l ibe ra -
te ly t r i e s to delay his departure by ta lking about h is 
beloved though she knows well t h a t he i s going for a noble 
cause. 
The avar ic ious Bishop is a hedonist who reminds one 
of the I t a l i a n clergymen of the s ix teen th century who l ived 
a l i f e of luxury, misusing t h e i r pos i t ion and even Church 
proper ty . In the episode recorded by Browning the Bishop 
plans to annex Pippa 's inher i t ance . He i s already enjoying 
Pippa 's wearlth while she i s l iv ing in squalor . Now he 
plans to remove her from his path . I t i s a coincidence 
tha t Pippa 's own song awakens h is conscience and res tores 
h is humanity and moral sense. The effect of Pippa's song 
i s so intense tha t he a t once determines to re turn a l l the 
property to i t s r igh t fu l owner. 
Pure, simple love of humanity i s incorporated in 
Pippa, She i s envious of none. Though herse l f devoid 
of a l l the pleasures of l i f e , she knows how to be happy in 
o the r s ' happiness : 
I w i l l pass each, and see t h e i r happiness 
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And envy none — being jus t as g rea t , no doubt, 
Useful to men, and dear to God, as they 1 
( In t roduct ion , 11.203-205) 
Through her songs, she does some good to everyone though 
she i s unaware of t h i s e f fec t . The transformations in 
a l l the characters show tha t her simple human love wins 
a t l a s t . Browning himself was governed by t h i s love of 
humanity throughout h is l i f e . In Pauline and Paracelsus 
too , he has in a way ce lebra ted the v ic tory of human love. 
Pau l ine ' s poe t - lover , confused by h is ideas regarding 
knowledge and love, could find no pa th , no d i rec t ion to 
follow. I t was, in the end, Paul ine ' s love that resolved 
h i s confusions and he took s h e l t e r in love ' s abode : 
No more of t h i s I \-h w i l l go hand in hand, 
I v;ith thee , even as a chi ld — love ' s s lave . 
Looking no fa r the r than his l iege commands 
(Paul ine, 11 . 9^9-5l) 
Paracelsus and Aprile fail because they ignore the value of 
human love and in the words of Festus, no man can succeed 
if he goes on a path, ".,. \'fliich from the first/ Produces 
carelessness to human love?" (Paracelsus, I, 11. 619-20). 
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But it is in Pippa Passes that selfless love for humanity 
attains its finest triumph. Pippa is the manifestation 
of this kind of love, v/ho through her songs brings others 
(who are governed by self love) to the path of righteous-
ness. The transformation that she brings about in others 
shows the triumph of simple human love. 
Browning was basically a humanist and his poems cele-
brate humanistic values. The portrayal of an unconscious 
Pippa healing the spiritually-diseased persons through her 
songs presents to us a Browning who had genuine and 
profound love for humanity. He believed in the essential 
goodness of man and presented evil as a part of human life. 
Evil is present everywhere around us, and most of the tlTie, 
intentionally or unintentionally, we get involved in the 
wrong-doings. But a realisation of our errors may bring 
us to the right path. Good instincts are present in 
everyone. They may lie hidden in some darker region but 
they can be recovered and revived to enable us to realise 
the essential difference between the good and the evil. 
No one can for long ignore or deceive his conscience. 
This is the basic principle established by the poet in 
Pippa Passes. The poem embodies the poet's passion for 
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the betterment of mankind — an^ . impulse tha t d i rec ted 
him throughout h is l i f e . Here he successful ly puts 
aside" the self-conscious creator of Pauline /emerges as a 
new poet who i s deeply affected by the f a t e of h is fellow 
beings as i f i t were h is own. I t i s h is f i r s t hand obser-
vation of the joys and sorrows of those dwelling around him 
tha t i n sp i r e s him to unveil the mysteries of the universe. 
As Pippa t r i e s to make hersel f a pa r t of the world and 
fancies he r se l f as one of the happies t four of Asolo, she 
shares in t h e i r experiences : 
, . , lAlhat sha l l I please today ? 
My mom, noon, eve and night — how spend my day ? 
To-morrow I must be Pippa who winds s i l k , 
The whole year round, to earn jus t bread and milk: 
But, t h i s one day, I have leave to go. 
And play out my fancy's f u l l e s t games; 
I may fancy a l l day — and i t s h a l l be so — 
That I t a s t e of the p l ea su re s , am cal led by the 
names 
of the Happiest Four in our Asolo J 
( In t roduct ion , 11 . 10 6-113) 
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But her entrance into their "world is not a conscious 
effort. She herself is ignorant of the regenerating 
pover of her songs. However, Pippa, though presented as 
creation 
an unconscious regenerator, is a conscious/of the poet who 
presents the image of an objective and ideal poet through 
her. 
Browning was following the line of '^ ords\-;orth and 
Shelley as he too, like them, believed in the didactic 
role of a poet. As a firm believer in the lofty mission 
of a poet, Browning had declared in Paracelsus : 
As if all poet, God ever meant 
Should serve the world and therefore lent 
great gift to. 
(Paracelsus, II, 11.289-91) 
^ Pauline and Paracelsus, he has presented the pictures 
of poets who are unable to understand the true nature and 
office of a poet but in Pinpa Passes he presents a well-
draxm picture of an ideal poet about whom he believed : 
"The poet must be earth's essential King', because as a 
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thinker he leads h i s age, begetting noble thoughts tha t 
inspi re noble a c t i o n s . " In the person of the innocent 
Pippa, Browning has incorporated the image of an idea l 
poet v;ho unknowingly assimed the ro le of a l eader , the 
to rch-beare r , and leads the err ing persons to the r igh t 
path. Her songs insp i re everyone to suppress the i r 
baser selves and to do some good to o t h e r s . She too 
negates he rse l f , and l ives without being the l e a s t 
conscious of her exis tence . She i s the exact opposite 
of the se l f -conscious speaker of Pauline and Paracelsus. 
To use Keats ' phrase "The Negative Capabi l i ty" of Pippa 
influences those who hear her songs and they t ry to free 
themselves from the clutches of t h e i r narrow se lves . 
E.D.H. Johnson comments on t h i s in the following manner : 
Pippa 's passing awakens the conscience of 
individuals h i the r to enslaved by sel f -
i n t e r e s t . . . . In each case the ul t imate 
decision negates personal inc l ina t ion and 
so d i s c r ed i t s the m a t e r i a l i s t i c values 
endorsed by soc ie ty . 8 
7. O.P. Govil, Browning's Poetics (Aligarh : 1955), p . 53, 
8. E.D.H. Johnson. The Allen Vision of Victorian Poetry 
(New Jersey, 1952), p . 87. 
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Pir)T3a Passes- may be called a study in morality and 
ethics. The sudden conversion of various characters, 
after hearing Pippa's songs, gives the impression that 
they live in the dark valley of confusions. Hitherto 
they have been living a sordid life, a life that does not 
conform to right conduct. They have shut their eyes to 
whatever is good, and are blindly dominated by their 
petty obsessions. They are spiritually paralysed but 
the rottenness of their spirit is removed by the songs of 
Pippa "Which incite them to become active and alert. 
"Pippa's songs," in the "words of Jacob Korg, "bring unexp-
ected messages which are not in the denotative contents 
of the songs nor in the consciousness of Pippa; nonetheless 
the songs stir the dormant spirituality of the hearers, 
transforming them to spiritual alertness."^ The transfor-
mation of-characters shows to us that every individual is 
improvable though not perfectible. The characters of 
the poem are seen differently by various critics. 
D.C. Wilkinson, in his criticism of Pip^ pa Passes describes 
9. Jacob Korg, "A Reading of Pippa Passes", Victorian 
Poetry, VI, (Spring.: 1968), pp. 5-19. 
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the main f igures as nothing but "manifestations of self-
ishness and egotism." Opposite to Wilkinson's view is 
E.D.H, Johnson's who believes t ha t the characters are not 
u t t e r l y devoid of moral i ty and thinks t ha t Pippa's songs 
11 
are "signs of awakened conscience," The second opinion 
seems to be more convincing. The immediate react ion to 
the songs assures us tha t though e v i l i s predominant, i t 
can not for long suppress the good. Luig i , who i s 
f ight ing for his country, deviates fran h i s path when h is 
mother pleads to him to stay back with her . But Pippa's 
song, "A King l ived long ago" ( I I I , Evening, 1. ^6h), 
reminds him of his determination to a ssass ina te the corrupt 
King : 
'Tis God's voice calls : how could I stay ? 
Farewell 1 
(III, Evening, 1. 229) 
The dishonest and lustful Bishop plots against innocent 
little Pippa, and wants to grab her wealth and ruin her 
10. Jacoh Korg, "A Reading of Pippa Passes". Victorian 
Poetry, pp. 5-19. 
11. Ibid. , ^ .^.g-Hq 
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life. V^at a coincidence that Pippa^s own words spoken 
by the way not only save her but also bring out the honest 
man within him : 
... gag this villain — tie him hand and 
Foot 1 He dares .... I know 
Not half he dares — but remove him —quick — 
(IV. 11. 183-18^ +) 
This is sufficient to show that, as visualised by Brov;ning, 
almost all the characters have a capacity for self-improve-
ment and are qualified to act a better role in life if the 
good in them is allowed to assert itself. 
Brovming also presents in the poon the issue of free-
will and puts stress on the importance of the free exercise 
of our faculty of thought. Each episode deals with the 
lives of those who do what pleases them most without think-
ing the least whether it is right or wrong. Pippa's songs 
make than realize the necessity of taking this factor into 
account. 
There may be certain shortcomings in Pippa, but she 
Ill 
is absolutely unconscious of them. She is also so remo-
ved from the society that she can see nothing wrong in it. 
She carelessly sings songs that don't convey any message 
directly but oblige the respective characters to think ^ h^at 
they are and x^/hat they should be with their knowledge of 
the world and of the ways of the world, and that they 
themselves are responsible for their doings. Pippa may 
sing, "God's in His Heaven/ All's right with the world" 
because there is nothing wrong with the "world" she lives 
in. Specially favoured by God, she is protected from 
seeing the ugly world of reality. She does not feel 
responsible for the errors if she commits any unknowingly. 
The responsibility of each of her activity rests upon God 
who never allowed her to know the real world and have 
experience of it. But this is not true in the case of the 
characters of the four episodes. They are too much 
involved in worldly m.atters and, through their diverse 
experiences, they do have the knowledge of the evil and 
the good. Jacob Korg rightly considers these characters 
as being personally responsible for their actions : 
In their cryptic and imperfect world, made 
hazardous by intrigues without and passions 
within, the burden of everyman's worth rests 
upon his shoulders. Pippa's songs help them 
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not by guiding t h e i r act ions but by awakening 
them to a f u l l consciousness of t h e i r moral 
s i t u a t i o n s . 12 
Pippa's songs don ' t compel them to transform themselves 
and become honest and do good deeds. They oust provoke 
them to think about themselves. To mend themselves i s 
solely upto them. The decision l i e s in t h e i r hands and 
they themselves w i l l determine t h e i r future conduct : 
. . . The Songs do not decide the choice 
betvjeen good and e v i l , simply lead to 
the fact tha t choices be made. 13 
Vftiich way should they choose ? I t i s a matter of indivi -
dual th inking. Cne may get s a t i s f ac t i on in a way tha t 
may be f ru s t r a t i ng to another. The t o t a l l y d i f fe ren t 
des t in i e s chosen by d i f fe ren t characters are ample proof 
of th i s ind iv idual i ty and free thinking. VJhile one may 
believe in comprom.ises, another may end h i s l i f e in u t t e r 
de jec t ion . As the poem shows, the songs of one s ingle 
12. Jacob Korg, "A Readins of Pippa Passes'% 
Victoi^ian'Poetry, pp. 5-19. 
13. I b i d y i^.^-\9 
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character produce divergent results. It may turn Sebald's 
love for Ottima into hatred : 
My God, and she is emptied of it now i 
Outright now j how miraculously gone 
All of the grace — had she not strange 
grace once ? 
(I, Morning, 11. 239-2^1) 
He can see the real Ottima unmasked and realise his fault. 
Commenting on the ultimate fate of Sebald, Jacob Korg 
writes : 
Sebald's speeches after Pippa's songs are 
those of a man who is free, but not saved. 
He can now recognize Ottima's trickery, he 
can distinguish moral values, he knows his 
own sin, and accepts the principle of jus-
tice that compels him to suffer for it. 
Nevertheless, he goes into the "black fiery" 
waters of birter remorse. In spite of 
Ottima's final, significant cry, "Not me — 
to Him, 0, God. be merciful I", there is no 
sign of redemption. 1^-
1^. Jacob Korg, "A Heading of Pippa Passes". 
Victorian Poetry, pp. 5-19. 
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An e n t i r e l y d i f f e r en t f a t e i s that of the a r t i s t 
Jules who though trapped by h is d i sc ip les and married to 
a g i r l "Who has not been s ince re to him, ignores a l l her 
blemishes, acknowledges her as h is wife and i s ready to 
l ive with her : 
Here is a woman with u t t e r need of me, — 
I find myself queen here , i t seems 1 
How strange I 
Look a t the woman here with the new soul . 
Like my own psyche, — fresh upon her l i p s 
A l i t , the v is ionary bu t t e r f ly . 
Waiting my word to enter and make br igh t . 
Or f l u t t e r off and leave a l l blank as f i r s t . 
( I I , Noon, 11 . 285-290) 
Luigi , a youthful l i b e r a t o r , has given himself to 
the service of his countrjonen. He plans to assass ina te 
the corrupt King and thus l i b e r a t e the people and the 
country from his tyranny. He i s the only son of his 
mother, who won't l e t him go. To persuade him to stay on, 
she reminds him of h i s beloved. This produces some effect , 
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The sweet memories of love entice him when his mother 
talks abDut his beloved Chiara : 
She must be grown-with her blue eyes upturned 
As if life were one long and sweet surprise I 
In June she comes. 
(HI, Evening, 11. 160-162) 
He i s about to forget h i s mission when he hears Pippa's 
song t h a t t e l l s the story of the old King. This puts in 
him a firmer resolut ion and he atonce bids farewell to his 
mother. 
Thus everyone with an awakened conscience exercises 
h is f ree w i l l and approaches his f a t e . Producing th i s 
kind of s p i r i t u a l enlightenment, in Browning's view i s , 
or should be the role of a r t in human l i f e . 
The vast va r ie ty of themes in Browning's poems 
shows tha t he took ac t ive i n t e r e s t in a l l walks of l i f e . 
He believed that i t i s the poe t ' s duty to see l i f e in i t s 
t o t a l i t y . In Paracelsus he says : 
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. . . No thought which ever s t i r r e d 
A breast should be untold . . . 
(Paracelsus. I I , ^65-66) 
Pippa Passes too exhib i t s Browning's ac t ive i n t e r e s t in 
the l ives of the people around him. The diverse exper i -
ences of the d i f fe ren t characters of Pippa Passes show 
Browning's i n t e r e s t in a l l spheres of l i f e . Browning's 
l i fe - long conviction tha t a poet must be in close touch 
with h is fellow beings i s shown in Pippa 's wish to share 
the l ives of the luck ies t four of Asolo as also in her 
decision a t the end of her holiday to get c loser to the 
people l iv ing around her : 
Now one thing I should l i ke to r ea l ly know 
How near I ever might approach a l l these 
I only fancied, being th i s long day I 
( r / . Night, 11 . 285-89) 
Pippa Passes also contains evidence of Browning's staunch 
belief in religion and God. Pippa's speeches exhibit 
Browning's firm faith in the supreme authority of God. 
He reminds us that each moment of our life is important 
and we must pass it according to the will of God, as 
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Pippa does. She readily accepts whatever is given to her 
and strives to make the best use of her time ; 
Oh Day, if I squander a wavelet of thee, 
A mite of my tv;elve hours' treasure, 
The least of thy gazes or glances. 
(3e they grants thou art bound to or gifts 
above measure) 
One of thy choices or one of thy chances, 
(Be they tasks God imposed thee or freaks at 
thy pleasure) 
My day if I squander such labour or leisure, 
Then shame fall on Asolo, mischief on me J 
(Introduction, 11.13-19) 
Pippa considers divine love as the best of all. She 
fancies that she represents the different persons of Asolo 
and imag'inatively puts herself in their place. She 
thinks that the clergyman is closest to God and therefore 
•wishes to assume his role : 
... And God bless in turn 
The heart which beats, . those eyes which 
mildly bum 
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With love for a l l menll , tonight a t l e a s t , 
Vfould be tha t holy and beloved p r i e s t . 
( In t roduct ion , 11. I80-I83) 
God loves everyone a l i k e . There i s no d i s t i n c t -
ion of rank or c lass in His eyes. Our o''fin deeds make us 
great or small . Each l i f e is important in i t s own "way. 
Pippa 's l a s t speech expresses complete f a i t h in God : 
All service ranks the same "with God — 
V/ith God, whose puppets , best and worst 
Are we : there i s no l a s t nor f i r s t . 
(IV, Night, 11 . 229-301) 
The other characters of the poem are not blessed with this 
kind of faith. Nevertheless, they acquire it in due 
course of time. They are inclined to indulge in things 
that are not desirable, but eventually they realize their 
errors and repent and reform. It is through these chara-
cters that Browning appears to suggest that although man 
is a puppet with his strings in the hands of God, God has 
endowed him with reason and logic to.be used for his own 
good. For better results one must harmonise thought and 
action. At the same time, belief in God is a must. 
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Referring to this aspect of Browning's philosophy, 
Jacob Korg comments : 
The volimtary nature of religious percep-
tion is an essential in Browning's ideas 
abDUt religion. He felt that faith can 
not be imposed by authority but must arise 
out of the turmoil of experience and the 
effort of the spirit. 15 
In Bro^ -ming's works fate and chance play an impor-
tant role in moulding human destiny. This role of fate 
and chance is presented in bold colours in Pippa Passes. 
The scene that records the conversation between the prosti-
tutes open our eyes to life's chances. These unfortunate 
women were forced by chance to enter into a world of evil 
and disgrace. The "Talk By the V7ay" scene signifies that 
these girls are mere playthings in the hands of fate. They 
may be able to differentiate between good and evil but it's 
meaningless for they are not free to live a life of their 
choice. They have very little say in the making of their 
lives. Pippa is also like one of those girls and it is 
purely a matter of chance that she remains unexploited. 
15. Jacob Korg, "A Reading of Pippa Passes". 
•Victorian Poetry, pp. 5-19. 
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Stressing on this element of fate and chance, Jacob Korg 
comments : 
To the prostitutes, as to Pippa, the world 
is a mechanism, for their lives, like her, 
offer no freedom or possibility of choice; 
there is the obvious difference that nece-
ssity has favoured Pippa and victimized the 
other girls. 16 
Compelled to enter in a morally degenerated world, they get 
so much involved in it that they no longer even think of 
what they at one stage had aspired for. As the scene 
opens, one of the girl wishes for wings. She wants to fly 
as a bird high in the sky : 
There goes a Swallow to Venice — the stout 
sea-farer ! 
Seeing tliose birds fly, makes one wish for 
wings. 
(Ill, Evening, 11. 230-231) 
16. Jacob Korf, "A Reading of Pippa Passes". 
Victorian Poetry, pp. 5'-19. 
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They are so grabbed by fate that it looks strange in them 
even to have dreams and wishes. Their condition is like 
a bird whose feathers have been cut off. How can one 
like them hope to fly ? So, what's the use of talking 
about things that can never happen ? They try their best 
to avoid such thoughts because this only adds to their 
iniser;^ . One of them does so by talking about the man who 
was with her last week : 
That old — somebody I know, 
Grayer and older than my grandfather, 
To give me the same treat he gave last v/eek. 
(Ill, Evening, 11. 232-23V) 
Vfe can not miss the underlying current of pathos running 
through the v/hole scene. All tiheir act ions are automatic. 
They speak the same words to everyman they meet without 
being the l e a s t aware of the meaning. They have reached 
a point where love has become t o t a l l y devoid of meaning. 
Their destiny is s imi lar to Hardy's Tess who also becomes 
a victim of fa te and chance. The e n t i r e course of her 
l i f e was changed by chance and des t iny. These helpless 
g i r l s a lso f ee l crushed by fa te jus t as the beetle i s by 
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one of the girls. They are not responsible for what 
they do because they are not free to act. Their actions 
present a contrast to the actions and motives of those 
who have a free-will and power to mould not only their 
own destinies but of others too. The unfortunate girls 
are not to be blamed because at heart they are as innocent 
as Pippa, We rather sympathise with them and blame those 
who forced them to a life of shame. Their fate is in the 
hands of beings like Jules, Bluphocks, and Bishop who are 
free to act according to their will. 
A thematic study of the poem provides certain hints 
regarding the poet's purpose in writing it. Pippa is not 
just a singer, she is the symbolic presentation of a poet, 
and through her Browning wants to convince us of the 
important role of art and poetry. He is firm in his 
belief that an artist or a poet has the pov;er of changing 
the whole life style of the people. Art inspires one to 
do good and shun evil. But Browning never suggests that 
an artist has to play the role of a teacher. The influe-
nce of art is impressive but indirect. In the person of 
Pippa, Browning gives the image of an ideal poet. She 
is, in the words of T.J. Collins, "The chastened and 
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Pur i f ied romantic version of a poet who can do a l l things 
for a l l men and yet never become r ea l l y involved with 
them." Before Pippa Passes. - Browning had provided in 
Pauline, Paracelsus , and Sordello. the pic tures of 
poets who are excessively se l f - indulgent but here Browning 
succeeds, for the f i r s t t ime, in es tab l i sh ing t o t a l empathy 
With h is cha rac t e r s , and gets in tensely involved in the 
problems of o the r s . The ob jec t iv i ty thus a t ta ined i s 
admirable. The poem with i t s more object ive and dramatic 
p resen ta t ion , shows a major advance in Browning's a r t i s t i c 
career . 
17. T.J . Col l ins , Robert Browning's>?oral-Aesthetic 
Theory. 1833-1835 (Lincoln, 1967), P. 85. 
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In the preceding chapte rs , the themes of Pauline, Paracelsus, 
and Plppa Passes have been c r i t i c a l l y examined. Pauline, 
the very f i r s t poem of Browning, was b i t t e r l y c r i t i c i s e d for 
being too subject ive a poem. The heart-pinching c r i t i c i sm 
of t h i s poem put a brake on h i s c rea t ive impulses. VJhen 
Browning s t a r t ed wri t ing again he had firmly decided to keep 
h i s personal i ty out of h is works. In h i s very next poem, 
Paracelsus, Brov/ning t r i e d to avoid almost a l l such things 
tha t had invi ted h o s t i l e comments in Pauline. This poem 
gained a wider audience and more favourable c r i t i c i sm. This 
put fresh zeal in the poet and henceforth he wrote with 
g rea te r confidence in his poet ic t a l e n t s . I t was t h i s 
confidence tha t helped him produce a masterpiece l ike 
Pippa Passes. 
Pauline, p a r t i c u l a r l y known as a love-poem, presents 
the confessions of a poet- lover who remains confused regar-
ding h i s a t t i t u d e tov;ards his beloved. Broxming believes 
in the regenerat ive power of love and t h i s belief i s repre-
sented through Paul ine 's a f fec t ionate attempts to i n s t i l 
hope and confidence in her poet- lover and becomes a source 
of comfort for him in the moments of anxiety . But Pauline 's 
love gives only a temporary r e l i e f to him since he can not 
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free himself from his illusory pursuits. During the 
composition of Pauline^ the f.-^ enty years old Browning 
was not quite clear about the position of the artist in 
society and this inability is reflected in the closing 
section of the poem which leaves the confusions of the 
poet-lover unresolved. 
The much criticised subjective tone of Pauline can 
safely be justified on the ground that it was the product 
of a young and immature mind with insufficient stock of 
ideas and material. Browning himself had no illusions 
about this work and was aware of its defects even before 
the poem was published. An evidence of this awareness 
of the poet is found in the footnote, appended to line 
811 of Pauline. This note shows that he himself was 
displeased with the amount of self-exhibition he had 
allowed himself to indulge in. 
Brovming's age was just twenty at the time of the 
composition of Pauline and his young mind was unable to 
arrange coherently whatever ideas or message he wanted to 
present through this poon. Moreover his divided loyalties 
further added to his confusion. On the one hand, his 
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sympathies for the Romantics (Keats, Shelly, and Byron) 
were dragging him into the inner recesses of the heart, 
•^'Jhile on the other hand, there "^ a^s the anti-romantic 
temperament of the Victorians which required the artists 
to ground their work in reality. These two opposite 
poles distracted the young Browning to the extent that 
he was unable to understand his real position as an artist. 
Quite naturally this inability of his affected the work in 
hand. His inner conflict revealed itself through the 
soul-turmoil of the poet-lover who was constantly oscila-
ting between two extremes the world o|» imagination and 
the world o|t reality. The contem.porar:- reader had no 
difficulty in identifying the author with the poet-lover 
of the poem. But it will be quite unfair to treat the 
poem as a mere sub.i'ective expression of the poet's inner 
crisis. If read carefully, the poen will appear to be 
depicting not only the anguish and anxiety and perplexity 
of Browning but of every single artist caught up in a 
similar situation. 
Brovming, known as the founder and master of 
dramatic monologues could not achieve in Pauline the 
objectivity that is so typical of him. But the poem, 
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though r i g h t l y t r ea t ed as a subject ive one, does have to 
a l imited extent ce r t a in p e c u l i a r i t i e s of Browning's 
dramatic monologues. All of Bro^'Jning's dramatic monolo-
gues are psychological s tudies and have, mostly, a subject 
matter of s p i r i t u a l kind. The theme of Pauline i s also 
of t h i s kind. I t may be said tha t desp i te i t s personal 
t reatment , the poem foreshadows the q u a l i t i e s that were to 
win admiration for his famous dramatic monologues. 
After the c r i t i c i sm of Pauline, Browning became 
more determined to turn to purely dramatic writ ing and this 
determination was evident in h i s very next poem, Paracelsus. 
This time Browning chose a h i s t o r i c a l character absolutely 
a l i en to himself. I t was always a habi t of Brov;nlng that 
he used to take more i n t e r e s t in the psychology of his 
characters whether i t be the poet- lover of Pauline or 
poet-philosopher of Paracelsus. 
In Paracelsus , he again takes up the theme of love 
but i t i s not an exclusively love-poem l ike Pauline as 
here he puts more s t r e s s on the synthes i s of love and 
knowledge. Through the depict ion of an overambitious 
Paracelsus , who f a i l s in h i s quest for unlimited knowledge 
and u l t imate ly r e a l i s e s that success l i e s in an amalgama-
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t ion of love and knov;ledge^ Browning gives a maturer 
p o r t r a i t of the poet a r t i s t . Brooming uses a broader 
canvas in Paracelsus and shows a be t te r understanding of 
complex p e r s o n a l i t i e s . Paracelsus , who suffers because 
of over-ambitious na tu re , in the end resolves to share the 
joys and sorro^'/s of h i s fellow beings. This gives a 
humanitarian note to the poem. The poem, with i t s wider 
human i n t e r e s t s could eas i ly please the contemporary mind. 
But Paracelsus has not received an unqualified 
p r a i s e . I t i s often c r i t i c i s e d for i t s lack of action 
which i s largely the outcccie of the long so l i t a ry speeches 
of Paracelsus. Also from the point of view of character 
reve la t ion , the poem seems to be a f a i l u r e . The poet 
concentrates only on the character Paracelsus while other 
charac te r s , Festus, l^iichal, and Aprile are mostly placed 
on the s i d e - l i n e s . The poet r a re ly puts his focus on 
t h i s though the i r pa r t in the poem is by no means i n s ign i -
f i c an t . 
In Paracelsus Bro'-ming has not only t rea ted the 
problem of love and knowledge but has a l so mused on the 
role and the function of an a r t i s t . He has presented two 
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types of poets in the charac ters of Paracelsus and Aprile. 
He t r i e s to sho"w tha t both of them are not genuine a r t i s t s 
as they have completely detached themselves from common 
men in t h e i r respect ive pur su i t s of knowledge and love. 
According to Browning, t r ue a r t i s t i s one who has an act ive 
and pos i t ive i n t e r e s t in the lo t of those dwelling around 
him. The p o r t r a i t of such an idea l a r t i s t i s presented 
in Pippa Passes. 
With Pippa Passes Browning's search for a theory of 
poetry reached a s a t i s f a c t o r y and s ign i f i can t s tage. I t 
he. 
i s here tha t /def ines in c l e a r terms the ro le of a t rue 
a r t i s t and h i s r e s p o n s i b i l i t y towards the socie ty . In the 
person of Pippa he got the r e a l and idea l poet who const-
ant ly does good to a l l who happen to be present around her 
without thinking the l e a s t of her o\m. personal i n t e r e s t s . 
Excessive self-consciousness i s a f a t a l flaw in an a r t i s t . 
This point of view i s presented by Browning through the 
s e l f - l e s s conduct of Pippa who unconsciously transforms the 
l ives of o ther charac te r s . 
PixDDa Passes a l so takes up the theme of love but the 
love presented here i s the love of humanity. The poem is 
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surcharged, with the passion of human love» The sane 
passion governed Browning too throughout h i s l i f e . His 
l a t e r works, chiefly h is dramatic monologues, present 
wider human sympathies and celebrate the victory of 
human love. 
The un ive r sa l appeal of Browning's themes in 
Pauline, Paracelsus . Pippa Passes can not be overlooked. 
Though Pauline i s bas ica l ly t r ea ted as a subjective poem, 
i t never theless appeals to the readers for the depiction 
of the confused psyche of a poet - lover . This may be the 
dilanma of any a r t i s t who i s having the s imilar pangs of 
love. Similarly the tragedy of Paracelsus i s not confined 
to him alone. Everyone w i l l meet the same d i sas te r if he 
detaches himself from his fellow beings. An understand-
ing of human sentiments has equal importance for everyone 
v/hether i t be Brov;ning's Paracelsus or anyone l iving around 
us . No one can dream of success remaining aloof fror. 
ordinary men and women. Pippa Passes too t r e a t s the 
themes tha t are of general appeal. The poem deals with 
the varied fa tes of i t s several characters and the d i f fe-
rent episodes r e l a t e the s to r i e s tha t occur in day-to-day 
l i f e whether i t be the l i f e story of Sebald and Luca, 
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Jules or Phene or of any other character in the poem. I t 
i s because of th i s r e f l e c t i on of the general human psyche 
that Browning's poems are so warmly welcomed. 
The present work i s chiefly concerned with the study 
of the themes of Pauline, Paracelsus, and Pippa Passes. 
But, obviously, from such a study, questions per ta ining to 
poet ic technique can not a l together be excluded. Browning's 
very f i r s t poem Pauline does not appear to be a harmonious 
whole. This i s due to i t s fragmentary nature and lack of 
connection between the various moods and occasions presen-
ted in i t . The too m.any dashes used in the poem are signs 
of the inner convulsions of the poe t ' s mind. Even the 
words employed in the poem revea l the excessive emotional 
fervour f e l t by the poet a t the time of i t s composition. 
In Paracelsus, Browning's treatment of the theme is more 
mature and dramatic. This poem marks a major advance in 
Browning's theory of poetry . Here Bro^^ming successfully 
avoids the dramatic and technica l f a i l u r e s of Pauline. 
The confusing a t t i t u d e of the poet- lover of Pauline i s no 
longer present in Paracelsus . Paracelsus ce r t a in ly shows 
a def in i t e improvement in Browning's poe t i c technique and 
in h is handling of the ' c h a r a c t e r s ' . But Paracelsus 
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does not shov; the real genius of the poet. It only 
marks a stage, no doubt a significant one, in his march 
towards the total objectivity of the dramatic monologues. 
With the next poem, Pippa Passes« Browning attained the 
position vorthy of a true genius. This is a purely 
dramatic composition and is admired for the obj'ective 
treatment of its themes. The poem because of its drama-
tic qualities and its lyrical accomplishments, earned 
praise for him from all quarters and became a source of 
perennial joy for its readers. 
Bro^^lng had to travel a long way before he attained 
perfection in the art of composing dramatic monologues. He 
moved from the fragmentary and incoherent form of Pauline 
to the more consistent Paracelsus, and ultimately achieved 
absolute*mastery in Pippa Passes. From hence onwards, his 
field was dramatic poetry, and he soon established his 
reputation as the founder and master of a new kind of 
Dramatic Monologue, 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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